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Improve your chances of
getting a full refund on
you"r cleaning deposit
I,rom your apartlf'lentor
dorm when you
use. a Kug Doctor '. CiIf
=--
ra~t:, ,.vTij~Kni~b~NewspaJJer ',,' .. ' '. ", .26Ap'JI19~6
by~ndi Kehl
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on the deck and talked,whHe'0th¢rswinners,TheThreeAmigOs,.Tarrence··· the middle.ofthe week, and itor()ke .
danced'inside'theRecple"·'tootheOJDeUght,,T()d.d:5hettle, a(ld ~i~kYong,. thernonotonyof classes: Four6ft
.'~.. .• Among the colors of gold,blue, sounds of the D-MAN, Demetriou,s' N5PMed;§choolstuoonts,'wona" .subs,wereprovided by Daka, aswell
:l,purple,'red, black,andwhiteare.the ,Lynch oJ Sigma.AlphaMU.. . gift"certificate of .$100,. from' INova 'asahugesheet cake and cookies. All
~unitedmembers of the NSU Greeks Sunday, April 14th, Detta.Phi- Ep- "Books, and the tournamentlNinners, were delicious! '. .' ' '. 'l systern. The week ofApri 1.13-~20thsHonheid a 3 on 3 Beach;Volleyball Jeff Dew, Nick Borsetti,~a~waUy Saturday, April 20, Beta Theta P.i'sj
lrnarked this year's i'GREEK WEEK." TournaOlent to benefIt ANt\D '. Nguyen, won 70's Party.. Usu-;
~'••'••'••"'\'.•.• The cel.e.bratio.n weekst.a.rted with (A.n.,ore~i.a. N.. ervo...' ·u.saa.nd.• As..sOdative MO.SSi.m.oH.ats. ally this pa.rtY'is. t
'Y' Theta Delta Chi'S SUN SPLASHftom Dlsor<;iersJEach teamdooatedthe Congratsto one of the fav 1
· 12pm..6pm. " .. .. .~:. ' $Jperplayer,$9 per team and were aU th~teams that events on campu.s!{\'K, AU students were IOvlted tOlom 10 set up to play. played HARD! People dress up 10 ~,~,.thefreeOJ'd music, BBQ, Snapple, Anyone and, everyone played ' 'Delta PhtEpsi- 70's style clothes f.
." • and /rosty frUity beverages. Celebra- each other in a pool of rouM robin. Ion also prOVided and dance to 70's
, '. tors socialized in the sun and played . .• Phi Sigma Sigma's Rosie Rivera, 'afreeBBQ, Music style music! This1· beach vollyball on the sand volley- ' Valerie Marino:~?d Candace Kehl and drinks. year it was held at
, baH courts. '. . played Beta ThetaPi~sElvisQuiroz,Wednesday, . r. Laft's, a well
,.~, The participators 'in GREEK. Hector Riv~ra, and UBinger", mixed AprH ... 17th, Phi known hot spot,.~ .• WEEK had four hours to ~~stupfor tea~sof.ThetaDeltaChi and Del~a Sigma~igmaheld in an inside club
'. the Sigma Alpha Mu Toga'Party that Phi EpsJlonsuchas Mona Lal, a "Umted CoLors call liThe Zoo."
night from 10p'!'-2am held at the Michael CalC and Ernie DeFalco of NSU Gree,k Raisely prints,
. Recplex.. . played against them'as well. . ..... Life" SpiritNight~ .. ' . .'. beHbottoms, and
,Creative party goers wore togas < ,frOm thetwo pools oftearns, ,the All NSU students were, invited to platforms were the common sight.
to go along with the party theme.' endi,(lg winners playedeacn othedor join the Greeks in a night of food" '.' 50 many people dressed up that
Greeks and non.:greeks alike hung out the winning title. The second place 'folks, and fun! Members of all the' it made thepartyg6ers feel like they l
~ B k Off A (jreekorganizationscam~outtosup- 'were lost in a decade long gone. ~~ port the event. OJ ShajiEapen blew Overall, GREEK WEEK went well~ arer -erS out the tunes as people danced and, and we hoPe everyone next year be,.(I - , . ' soCialized. ..' . comes more involved .with the Greek \'~ Bargaln to Banos It was a grea.lald back event for system as a whole!
, by Sandi Kell Willi receive financial aid? Will my1 parents foot the bill? WilLI getdassN' Every student has an idea of what ereditSfor this? Ami going to spend
· their professors are really like and 'my days doing manual labor in the
~ what they can achieve.. I.was wro~g hot sun? In due ti~e, Ifound answers
· , on. both partsl realized this as I sat In to all of my questions. .' . ,
, Dr. Barker's backyard waiting to in~' Walking into Dr. Barker's home
~.&;. terview him. . 'you find a few things you would ex-J) It is ~ot the typical professorial 'peet like a petand arather large com-
homestead. Basically, it shows that puter. He led me and my colleague
, ' thisrnan believes in the environment' outside and to. my sI:Jrprise we were'
and whail1epreaches to his students. ona beautiful. ,river' 'surrounded by
Instead of using his sUlflmer to play 'boats. \ started to reJaxas sooo asl
golf or write a book, he is helping the realized this man really believed in
environment. the environm~mand his causes.
,~ , I was skeptical at first, and won- Our interview began by discuss-
J deredwhy this man would spend his ing the destruction in the rainforest,s;'~timethis way. He truly believes in and howoilcompanieswere not re-i the rainforests to the extentthatJ, ~e building what they cut down.. He
.'~ nonearthyenvironmentalist,aQ1 sign- mentione~th~t this drill!n~ did. not
J... tng up for this once in a lifetime ex- help the wlldltfe an~th.etr s.Ituatlon.J)erience. Then we exammed the number
As college students, we expe~t to of students having gone on" the trips
h... w.ork all su.mmer .and p.ay Obscene. and .tAa.t ~.rie of them w.ould be re-V pri,ces for c1ass,es during the year. But turnlOg thiS year. .
we don't expect to find,an experience My colleague asked Dr. Barker
~ like this one. While driving to Dr. about the purpose of the trip. He re-
" ~arker's, these questions entered '!'y spondedthat "thepurpose ofthetrip
, mind. . ' . is to get Nova students involved in
'~ . "H.,ow often i.S a.triP liket.his.Of- the culture and environment. While
JI' fered? How many students can go? see BARKER'S on 12
. ,
..,~~;.... ...;,.---~
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Dear !"s. MacDonald,
Letter to
:an, Ediitor
The. Kni2htNewspaperPage'12
Barker's Bargain
.~Opportunities
~ '. .,.~ from page 10 ' sound expensive? Maybe to the aver~.
G~down there they wi II comp,lete age collegestudent, but Nova studentsthree tasks. In the morning the stu- can receive $500 scholarships; and I am writing this in discussion of, •dents will perform light housekeep- not only that financial aid can found -your article about "java.'1 As an In-
. ing around the zoo or help give ani- to find more money if you haveatfuly' .format'ionSystems major and a com- 1I\h m~ls physica.ls. In t.he af~ernoonLthey difficult time col. lec.t.i ng:the.funds.- . p~ter enthusi~st,1 .mus~ express my
'\\) will go to neighboring villages, horse So, now you must be wondering displeasure with thiS article. Ifound
back ride, visit markets, ·etc. At night when is this fablJlous trip takingplace,' it to be incorrect and misleading to
.~ they go. into tow.n for cultural experi- ~owlong is ~he. trip, and ·.if.I'm h.a.v-thereader...1have s.incere questions
. ~ ences, I.e. meetmg people and hear- 109 a great time dol have to come about what, If any, research was done
~ ing live bands play, etc." home right away? in preparation for thisartide.
~ Basically, you get to have fun, In. answer.to these pressingques- First off, java is in noway easier
~explore anot~er count~y"an~ you get tion'sth~s trip· is ,exaCtly seven days to .a laymen compute~ user. It is a,
~.~ college c~edlt. At thl.S pomt I was long., It IS fro.m Friday,' Augu.. s12, 1996, c.cr~puter prog.ramm.mg language
\J ready to sign up, and we hadn't even to Friday, Augl)st 9,1996; but if you smillar to C, Perl, and COBOL. It
discussed where the students would want to stay longer it comes out to has nothing to do with the Hypertext
be living. In reference to the living $15 a day extra~ . Are you shocked, Markup Language (HTMt) except in
quarters, they are well different than dismayed, bewilclered?Yes, I said'$15 its implementation into a web page.
~ I anticipated. I figured that as stu- a day. This part ofthe interview bl~W HTMLis a static language. It can't
a dents we would .be forced to stay in a my mind. If I haven't'intrigued you do anything except denote certain text
.~ hovel with ancient plumbing. yet, this trip is open to Nova students, and files to be interpreted by a
.~ I was pleasantly surprised to find faculty, sRouses, and companions. browser. java is a language that can
~~ t.hat the students live in hotellik.e ac- As the interview came. to a c.lose. create these appli.cations. In the fu-.. .. . I' ," " "'., ,~ commodations that house two, three, I was quite ready to hand over my ture, it will be likely that "Pagemaker"
\) or four people. This almost sounded money and well beiQgto this zealous" will be written in java. 'This will al-
to good to be true so my colJeague and learned professor. For a person . .... /see JAVA on facing p~ge
~., askedaboutfood;an~whe~herornot thatdoe~. not. b.el.ieveinmanuallabor' ••••••••••.•••.•....••.•.•.••••••••••anyo?e had become III dUring one of or entermg the sun. unless n¢ed.ed, I ...' 'I' O. 01. •the trips. . was.amazed at myself. • Save'" -/0 •
His reply was an unusual one, . How could I have misjudged my-: • /. . •
~ "The food is all homecooked by the self and Dr. Barker? Well; I g'uess thaf • , .•
~. zoo workers, and this is probably the is WhY. we. all cam.et.ocollegeto Ie.arn' ·.o·.. ·ff Tot'a''·1 A.'·ut·o· Re''.p.·.al-r B''1-11 wl-th' •~ reason that no one has gotten sick." more about ourselves and the world I· . • .'~ l . .' .... '. . •
~. ,5?, at t/~iS point you're most,likely ar~:)Un~ us. So, I hop~ to see you on • ...., .•. •.. . . . . . .. .•~ thmkmg" OK, Ic~n han~ o~t 10 an- that triP to Ecu:adonhl~summe~... • Nova Student and Faculty ID. •~ \ other country, there s no drlnkmg age, For more mformatlon, email Dr. • .' . '. •
\J I get college credit, but how much Barker at barkerb@polaris.nova;edu, •.... , .. 0 • .0' . ..... . 0 . • .? •
will this cost?" or call him at (954)452~5513.·Foran • Are you tired of beIng rIpped off wIth auto repaIrs. •
Well, the trip is only $1,650.00, application, stop by his. office located • Then come to Bob Simon's Auto Repair, Where •
but that includes food, housrng, trans- in the Math, Science, and Technol- • Honesty is our only policy! •
~ portation, and air fare. Does that ogy Department.. '. .'. •
.~ . : .Courtesy ·Rides to •. and .from the Cam~ :
,~ ' YES, NovaSoutheascem Univmity should luwe a Florida License~late.. B'. '.b' ,S··. ., .' .•
0.
·.. ~.'.' nus. INFORMATION INDICATES SUPPORT, BUT DOES NOT OBLIGATE,: • O. 1mO.D S :
ME TO PURCHASE A LICENSE PLATE. • ••
Pleaseprim~, . . • Auto Repair •
Your auto tag number is required: . ' •~ I N_ • •
·.'. .. c~dress Zi. Celebrating 13 years in the Same Davie Loc~tion ••·
. Ity County P • .
~ Return immediately to Nova,Southeastern University Alumni Retat1Qns... 2090 SW 71st Terrace H3~6 •
(;) FLORIDA (;) . . . . '. • ...• . •.~-N.1·234·'5' sourft.mN. . . DaVie, .Flonda 33317 .. •t .'S~ • •• " I •• 1·' Y • Call for anapp01ntment!954)A74~1110 •
~ I"'. .. '. ..... . ..' .'. .... . .~U'..... . . ". . . '. .... . . . '.' '. • Most Major Credit Cards Accepted •
. Contact theAfumm AsSOCIatIOn for a postcard.ofyour own! .•....... .. . .. ' . . •.
'.' .'. . ." ". . ~.-••........_ _ .
r·~-:"lil··1.r".·~;:.~N\,;. -:';"" I
'··
;ii".i;~I;;i!:<I!i!;;ie:
~'4,B:l~t;'t't;lti!::
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placed four golf~rs in the top four.
Aside from Larson's All-American
consistency, NSU also benefited from
Chris Lavoro's 76, David Cooke's 77,
and Mikael Berglund's 79. The
Knight's laudable performance in the
conference tourney was, to say the
see LARSON on 6
CALLS ARE ANONYMOUS AND FREE
Knights an opportunity to shine in
their very own backyard, so to speak.
Mission accomplished. With a
final combined score of 624, the
Knights finished 14 strokes ahead of
their nearest competitor, Webber Col-
lege. The team appeared determined
and highly concentrated as Nova
C".ALL TI-IEPrJl.fine (954) 452-5588
1
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UNDERGRADUATE NEWS
GUS BRAVO'S SPORTS CORNER
CHRISTIE'S CLUBHOUSE
fW
"J:
Broward (954) 523-5463
SourceLine
Sun-Sentinel
-'-IOVA-
SOUTHEASTERN
•• IV ••• ITT
Press 1:
Press 2:
Press 3:
eras were rolling, the audience had
cue cards and Brad Williams' and
I Chris Mohall's
voices were an-
nouncer-perfect.
The contes-
tants seemed to
be enjoying them-'
selves more than
is usual for an
NSU event. Ernie
Defalco went up
against Kathy
Klockziem' and
was defeated in
about 15 minutes,
leaving Kathy to
run off to class
The set before the start of Hollywood Squares Take Four. Photo by Chris Cay. see NOVA on 6
Another first this year was a more
realistic game show format. The cam-
by Gus Bravo
Behind Kit Larson's second place
finish, the Nova Southeastern men's
golf team captured its second con-
secutive conference title. The Florida
Sun Conference tournament held at
the Inverrary Golf Club offered the
, \. , ...
NSUI\ Wins Conference Tournament
THE OFFICIAL STUDENT NEWSPAPER OF NSU's
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HoUywood Squares
Take Four, Takes Forever
\
by Christina Gay
e~~qe. 2
7
OPINION 12
Bravo's Athletics . 13
Entertainment 14
IN THIS ISSUE
-On Friday, April 12, 1996, Stu-
dent Life hosted the fourth annual
"Hollywood Squares Comes to Nova"
TGIF; its first ever appearance at the
RecPlex.
The Squares themselves con-
tained such well-known individuals
as Joe Lakovitch, Vice-President (in
the center square, of course), Jonnie
Johnson from Business Services (the
voice of Audix's Broadcast
Messsages), Ralph and Greg from
DAKA, Rob Seitz fromPublic ~ffairs,
Drs. Ferriss and Brodman (drinking
champagne), Tammy, Jeff and Rick'
from Residential Life, Corey Johnson,
Director of Athletics, Steve "Don't
take the brown acid" Alford, and
L:ynne !Cawley from the Admissions
Office.
There were six rounds, twelve
contestants and at least one hundred
spectators. The RecPlex's increased
capacity over the Rosenthal side pa-
tio made for a larger turnout than
usual, especially the deck that was
\
added on. It really gave the impres-
sion of attending outdoor theatre.
,PARIS' $279*
FRANKFURT $299*
MADRID $359*
HONG KONG .... $413*
ToKYO . $44~
QUIto $199*
SANnAGO· $349*
.....'.., Uch war'.fioM Miami bKeO on • roundCtip
rr=T~':."=:':==pIid~w ',. prtrM'lefCS.~""''''IO·ocfttt
-.--' ..CALL 'fOR A FREE.
ST\Jt)ENT TRAVELS MAGAZINE!
~'"-
One Datran <:enter • Ste.22O
9100 Dadeland Blvd. • Miami, fl33156
. The Knisht Newspaper.
by Chr;stie~acponald .
Page 2
The KniaJrt.Newspaperserves,N,9vaSo\ith- "http://www.Cris .eom/-goldenrlknight .. htrill."
:tein~s t:arquhir Center forUnciergraduate StudieS The deadline for S1,Ibmissionsfor this year's fif-
~, m its. office on the second flOOr o.f .the Rosen.tbal. teen.th <.and final) iSS.ue, .wbi.•C.h appears....'on Apn."12..6,.~ StUdent Center at NSU'smaincampus; , isApritl2.The advertising deadline for the fifteenth~~.'~ . The KniPtisNSU.'seS.. ta..blished, .. V.chi.. ·.C.~for.the. . .issu.e. iSApn.lI7.E.-mail.theAdv.isor..~.tInternetad-. • . ion of student repOrting, opinion. andartli. dress ~jaekson @pol ari s .nes ;nova .edu"totindIcOliUDunity members are invited tocontributeany- out how you can bec;ome involvedwith the SCO.
,0 • they desire tQ"'.l{pjpt. .•' . .'.'..' Dljda1mer: . .. '.~ . The ~aJU .isreadil'. Y.. ·.ayailab.,Ie.•.. @.t. sc:v~.. Si~...., ...• Bdi·t~'.'. ,.s,co.mm~.~~. 'an..dady.erti..'sementsd the campus and the loc8l commUDlty, mclUd- .' .expressedurthispub1icationoonotn:presenttheYlcwsdie East Campussite;1heOceanogrilphiceenterin . ..ofthe,UniVersity at- its Officials" The KniaJUstaff·or
~ ania, and the Davie~ooper City Cbamberofeom- othe,radvertisers. .Editorials~ ~~,andad-
~ cree. . ..•. .'. '..'. ...... • . ...... vertiSements reflect only theoplDl()nof~~.]k
~ Address all distributionconcerns to N8th8nBur. . ~will not publish unsignedletters except inspe-
~ ,1995-96 Editor-in~Chief,at<9S4) 370-5670. .cial circumstanCeS, at the editorS' discretion.,..
\J~ Jbe KniaJU. is .DOW .also available ..online. Stu- KDia:b.t. reserves the right to edit letters for clarity,brev-. ts Iliayaccess the online version of The l{pjaht at· ity, and accuracy.'. . " ' .
-"---,.-- . -," ". -. ,'" . '
··Christie·s····Cvberroom:'Year;in",Revi,ew
.... i" , ' ' .. "" '••~_"" .' __ .. -,,_ _" _ """",, •• '_."" d ,,- -.' •
rangef;Jfrom.spodding to.cyberse~ to •..'Hillary'~g~rdenafthe\Vebsiteof8ig
cYbershopping. To end this, column"Brother llHI.Exeeutivehranchpubli-
~..'~'.'. '.. Our.ing.. t.his..pa.··.•...st. a.c.•.a~emiC.Y. ea.r,..•.•·.I... .,..· I.e.a..v.e.·Y.·.OlfW.·.it.h.,. te..n. irl.~e.restirig.webcCltiP.n.. s,p..•.re...• ss re..·l~.·.. ~.s.es,......•an.d d..'.a.ta'.. ·"1?ases
..9.-..·..~' '.~' h.avoe..•.g.r.eat1.Y. e.nJ.o.yeod s..u..~.rf,ng t.h.e .~o.m.. - s. I.te.s..t.o che.~k•.•.. o..u.t. w..hl I.•e. yo u.. '.h..a..ve. '.. a..re a.ISO 0ffie,red I.n t..he. Stt..e. .. put r byte-waves.to.bnng you Infor- o~wra. ,~summer.http://www.whttehouse gov-
mati~naboutsome ihteresti~":::::~Mi€l'OSO'ftt:m~se who need.. CityNet: Plan your nextvacation
. ··•.·.of the Internet. lnmynet.~'~sear~tt,. . \Vindo\¥s'~5. '~I1.thissite.. ;Ci~~et offers~escrip-
..~ ....•.. ~nIY •.•re.g•... r.e...•t on.e co..~.. umn o ,.t.h.e. SO.'i.b.'....~..'........•. b..e the sI.•te t.t.o.. n•..s, ' m,.•.•.....a.•....,.p•.........s..·., '.,..i.g........•,U ,.d..eS., p.. h.0.t.os.,.an.·..d...~. Ject ofJava. . ....•.. f J~" .'. tes onWm-(transpprtatlonlnformation f r every \
~ After furtherre~earcti(rlpetoll.aa ~,$ keynotes citY imaginable. . .i prompt by~GeorgeHernCiriqez/Jfoun(t a,;~bookmark h~P'/~?w:~ity.net . ..' ..
~,~~:~!:~~~n~a~:;:g~.~i;s~;~~,.~~4?m..~it,e~f;S,~~a'~;~~::rr~;"~~~t~\J .WebpagesaboutJayaverfiedMr.'.. iSR~,samust on grants,: loans, scholarships; and
Hernandez'sdaimth~tJ.ava~s· .. $tfe.a-;. tmpJf:'becauseofits fellowships.< .
tureisthatitistra,osport' l~~ross \~i. ... ...·,es/Herey.Q\liCan ...http:Hww\V.cs,cmu.edtilafs/
....Pla.tfo.. rm.. s.. an.d .. S.. fm.·.i.tarto.•. e. c+.'~Jan- \als0.(j' J).ap· i.nter.·~.si.'n" i".,.';~.$.'.:.·'C.'.·.·{rt...•~.:e~.d·l:'.. I s.er/mk.. a.ntlP.. u~licl
guage. Java'sclosenes tothe~,joeso rees like ...".;,,~~~~;and>~I~~., >f~~~id~~.h~1 . . ,
,. lan~uage.maY,make th l~ogy~ge' C '. \,:N ...,~':;;:,;1:j):lffww~.S~I.(On,tN:·: ..::::"'N,U~esl~s: ;Sl~kandc)rts~,~ eaSlerto.a computer pro. . merJjl I •. ·~~toMe!: .Th's.s't~)J~~:y?~" •."~ffers,.beautiful cover art,. art Crt-'~'~.' .•. n.o c.o.mputer.. I.. angua.g.e..• w..H.. ; li..~...•..... riw.•...,.ht1?J.o.. UN~~.5)Pi~.et.~.·.:·..,. ·• 1Tnd.· fi.q.U. e.s~. c..•.~.Ie;br~......• i.n.•...terv.ie.. w.. s., an.,.d,.. tra.vet
.'. to a laymen user who doesn't under- sam'pJ~.~~n.Ci~~~tures":ofproducts Journals.> . . ......••.... '.
'.. ' stand. programming at. aU '.. .' rangintirom"reddy bears,cfocks, to .http;lIdesires.c::om/issues;html
~ . Unfortunately,. 1basedimy articlebathrooms<:ales. Purcha~es.rnaYb~·· ...'M1'V:Ontine:lf ypureally want
··~ .. about Java in Issue #13 on the com- made by credit card ortheir toll-free .yourMTV,thi~ site contains cover-
~ pinatfon of research and an anony'" . number. .. . age ofev~rything from "Beavis and
E mous source.. The soutee unknow- ·http://clickshop.com . .... 8utthead"tpthelatestmusierevi:ews,
. f\ling'y gave me the false impressionof - . USA Today: . Similar toth.ewa YJprofHes,soundbytes,andmueh
\ \} Java's closeness·toHT-Mtandeasy JQdix paper, thiS siteoffersmcred- more. . .
:\J for the laymen user. J than.kGeorge' ib'e pictures, vivid photographs, and http://www.mtv.com
Hernandezf9r,pointing out my error· up-to-date stories on life, money, and The 'GigaPl~x:..' Ever. think that
and aPQlogize for the'false informa· sports. ptexis.attached toevery~rd? The
tion.1 presented. '. http://www.usatoday.com. makersofthissitemakeJun .ofthe,.
Gna lighter note, I hope you TheWhiteH()use:Listento plex suffix with their Hnks tpavari-
;readers enjoyed my articles that Socks's meow and take a tourthrough .ety of plexesincludlng Bookplex,
~ . . . . . . . Musicplex, FHmplex~ .' Tvplex~
~l~ . z,7",''1. '1·i'"l·t. '>$·t•. ~":"f·-t.·&·'. ""0"···'1.1·.(....'T.· ..FOOdplex,: and ·loveplex.
". "~" . .,'t:;J TL / ~ '.' <.-" ..1. '.' £4 .. ,;.' ..' J http://.W.. wW.d.ire.c.tn.et.c.omlwow.
.0 Editor-tn-Chief Layout Editor (information taken from the feb-
. '. Na~ha~B~rgess ~isa Alicea.: . ruary 6, 1996 issue of pc, Magazine)
~ ASSOCiate Editor . ASSistant Layout Editor, .' . . . '.
~ Karina LeDe~ma Nicholas Moore
~. Campus -Life .Editorl Advisor ,
~ Copy Editor . Dr. Chris Jackson5 ·christ~e.MacDona'd· s.c.a. Busin~ssManager
\ \} Sports Editor '. Mary Mates .'
~. , Gustavo Bravo s.c.a., Assistant Bf,lsiness
\J Greek' Life Editor Manager
Candace Kehl Herve' Jean-Pierre
Entertainment Editor. Business Department Advisor
Nick DiGialionardo Ptof.James Dean
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£antUd .tAIoaera: What is YOIR r
Most Embarrass.ng Moment? 1
by Karina LeDezma
We went
around asking
students
about the
time they
were most
embarrased.
Here are their
responses.
Smile, you're
on The
Knight's very
own Candid
Camera!
'When I wrapped a Colombian
, flag around my waist to kid
around at the International Expo,
and someone took a picture of
me and submitted it to the
newspaper./1
Alejandro Delgado--21 year
.old freshman, Business .
major.
.tIIII
"My freshman year in high
school I passed gas during class \
, and everybody heard it /I
Michael Rivera--18 year
old freshman, Business
major.
"I was talking to a friend of mine
about this really ugly girl, and it
turned out he was dating her. /I
Lorenzo Jackson--first year
law student
"I was trying to get a Pepsi out of
a vending machine and the front
of the machine opened up and
the all cans fell everywhere. /I
Rodolfo Sideris--21 year
old sophomore, Business
major.
"Having this picture taken. /I
Kimberly Tuohy--20 year
old sophomore, Pre-med
major.
~
~
~'~.. -.... ···· ... ··•·.•.•·.·.··I ~j!J~
"My roommate telling secret ~
stories during the roommate ij
game./1 f\
Jeff Dew--21 year old ~.l::
. junior, Psychology major. ~
~~
~
~
~
~l::
"In first and fourth grade, I asked .~~
to go the bathroom but didn't
make it on time. I peed on
myself and cried till my aunt
came to pick me up./1
Toshima Parris--l 7 year old ~
freshman, Pre-med major. ~ ~
~
~
~
~
~,
~
~
~
~,
~
1">,
~
~
~
~
~,
~
~,
~
~
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Sincerely,
George Hernandez
As for the current implementation
for Java, it is in visual and audio spe-
cialties. There is simply not enough
understanding of this language yet to
facilitate anything more than these 0'\
little applets. Yet every major soft- .'tv
ware corporation is writing an appli-
cation in Java. (\
I believe that your articles have ~
provided a good insight into the work- ~
ings of the Internet for our student 1">,
body. I am not trying to slam your ~
writing. I do believe that it is your ~'
responsibility to provide an accurate ~
view of what is happening on the net.
low the program to be easily trans-
portable across platforms.
The real key to Java's implemen-
tation is that it is easy to be trans-
ported across platforms. The instruc-
tion set written in Java is compiled
into small, easy to be understood by
any processor, platform, operating
system called bytecodes.
Java and its influence in the future
Internet resides in these bytecodes. By
being able to download and run on
the bit of software that is necessary for
a word processor, spreadsheet, or
other software, the Internet has the
capability to become not only a re-
source, but amain part of everyone's
computing power. Imagine if you had
the entire Internet as your personal
Scottie Pippen, Michael Jordan, Den-
nis Rodman, and Toni Kukoc all
played on the same team once?
Dad: Indeed son. And can you be-
lieve that some people back then
thought the the ...oh what's their
name ...uhm the Orlando Magic
were better.
Son: The Orlando Magic?
-Quick trivia: Three words,in the
English language end with the letters
"gry." One of them is hungry. The
other is angry. What's the third?
-Heat Fans remember Bimbo "my
name is better than my game" Coles,
Kevin "give me a pass and I'll throw
you a brick" Willis, and Billy "I'll
never reach my full potential" Owens
roamed the Heat locker room.
-'Although we've made the trip
thousands of times, somehow, in the
middle of the night when everything
is da.rk, we always seem to stub our
small toe against that end table in the
middle of the hallway.
-Who played in San Jose?
-Actual Conversation Part II
(same year)
Son: Didn't that famous movie and
rap star play on the MagiC?
Dad: Yes, he did. And he also teamed
up with Penny Hardaway.
Son: Penny who?
Dad: You know, that doll "Little
Penny's" sidekick for all of those years.
-Where is San Jose?
Java Article Response ~
from page 12 hard drive from which to run software. ~
~,
~
The Knight Newspaper
day in San Jose.
-Is it me or do the Marlins still
look like that expansion bunch the rest
of the league used as a punching bag
for the past three seasons?
-In a perfect world both the Heat
and Panthers would be sharing a state-
of-the-art arena somewhere in Broward
County (an ideal site linking all three
S. Florida Counties). But, thanks to
those same politicians who decided
to cut the overall cost of the Miami
Arena several years back by limiting
the number of luxury boxes, thus
making it impossible for a franchise
to earn a profit, we do not live in such
a community. When are the next
elections?
-I swear, that Jimmy Johnson char-
acter better win us a Super Bowl
quick. Us, South Florida bandwagon
fans cannot stand the sight of those
Sport Illustrated Dallas Cowboy com-
memorative videos.
-Actual Conversation Part I
(2020)
Son: Daddy, you mean to tell me that
With Spring Break over, we are
once again faced with the somewhat
cruel reality of early morning classes,
"Blue Book" exams, and ridiculously
long term papers. Nevertheless, for
those of you, like myself, who crave
and search for academic escapes, the
sports world lends a much needed
alternative. Thus, below is a com-
piled list of happenings throughout the
world of sports as well as other rel-
evant and irrelevant comments:
-Somehow, Pat Riley has replaced
the turtle-like low post moves of Rony
Seikaly with the finesse, strength, and
consistency of Alonzo Mourning. Get
ready Heat fans, because, aside from
acquiring this all-star talent, Riles also
created enough room in the salary cap
to woo the likes of Juwan Howard,
Reggie Miller, and/or Gary Payton in
the upcoming free-agent signing pe-
riod.
-I bet you all enjoyed that open-
ing ceremony and game last Satur-
by Gus Bravo
26 Apri/1996
qu4~ ~. •. : From San Jose
to Florida's Punching Bag
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Restaurant and Coffeehouse Review
have COFFEE cups on the table
when you get there.
Name: The Coffee Table
Address: 7711 NOVa Dr.
Service: B
Prices: B+
Post Che
Atm
Foo
Tastl
PortiohSize:····
Dessert Selections: B
. see RESTAURANT on facing page
Name: Original Pancake House
Address: 270 S. University Dr.
Service: B
Prices: B (for the amount of food
you receive)
Post check treatment: B+
Atmosphere: B+
Food:
Taste: A++
Portion Size: A
Dessert Selections: N/A
Special Note: They make their
own whipped cream and have
their own coffee blend; they
Name: II Mulino's
Address: 1003 S. University Dr.
Service: A
Prices: A-
Post check treatment: A
Atmosphere: A
Food:
Taste: B+
Portion Size: A-
Dessert Selections: C (The Avg.
Price was $3.95, the portions
were large, but there were only
4 choices.)
i"rt.t"'r:+.. , Dr.
Name: Mama Mia
Address: 5195
Service: R-
Post c
Atmosp
Food:
Taste: A-
Portion Size: A
Dessert Selections: C
by Nathan ·Burgess
and Sandi Kell
••••••••••••••
ATTENTION' . *ThetaXi* • ENVIRONMENTAL. ONE OF A KIND!!!
ALEXANDRA WHI~NEY ~ : CAMPAIGN STAFF : COOL! SHARP!
Congratulations!! Dear Seniors, :............. BRONZEIBROWN
from your sisters of Good Luck in all your • MAKE A DIFFERENCE ON. 280 ZX (1982)
Phi SIgma Sigma eudeavors. We wIiI IDlSS you all • ENVIRONMENTAL ISSUES'· 2+ 2
for being awarded the SO MUCHI ALUMNI RULE! • WE TRAIN ACTIVISTS .• AUTO
Farquar Center . '•for Undergraduate Studies Dear Sisters, • FT OR.PT • T-TOPS
Student of the Year!! I GOOD LUCK ON FINALS!! • SUMMER OR :. LEATIlER
L.I.T.P. Diokete Hupsala!! AIM HIGH!!. PERMANENT. CAN BE SEE
<I> L L L.I.T.P, • NOT TELEMARKETINGI : LO . N
Candi *Tweety* • 954-563-6112·. CALLY
•••••••••••••• 370-7298
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An In-Depth Look Into
~theSprinklerSituationUfrom the cover According to Richard Komosky, the chology Building have cut the sprin-
Both are employees of Ogden AI- permits for using the canals for a sprin- kler lines and controls to the system.
, lied Building & Airport Services, Inc., kler water source are approved byThe These lines have not been fully re-
~ , a contractor with Nova Southeastern South Florida Water Management paired yet."
University (NSU). I was surprised to District. Dave Mace stated that this means
~ learn that there are only 3 wells being Richard Komosky also stated that that whole grids (areas) are disabled
~ used to supply sprinkler water. "We have ongoing daily maintenance when these lines are cut, so these
~ The rest of the water comes from of the system. The most common grids now have to be turned on manu-~ the canals surrounding NSU. The problem recently is that the contrac- ally, which has to occur when
VoJ sprinkler water usage from these ca- tors constructing the new Health Pro- grounds employees are on campus.
nals is 759 thousand gallons per day! fessions Buildings and the new Psy- see CAMPUS on 16
THE AT&T
~,\,IE~
ECT. COMMUNICATE. GET AH
~ ~
. EI'DJ\""
----
Services for students
Contests! Prizes!
~~:
, ,~ ,,' , :;:;;
/i:"~ ~ ~ • :. "" :. ,'" iI ~ ,
Find a job on the Web
Our best research links
ATlaT
Your True Choice
Linlc$ to free software
http://www.att.com/college
Just Released!
Em
Larson and Fri,ends Guide~
!Knights to th~ FSC TitleUfrom the cover . of consistenc~hl'~S.coach Hal Yet, Brichall's second round score of
least; expected. Henderson..~as '1l~.g for as the 73 was enough to surpass Larson as
'I During Spring Break, the team Knights ~fepared f()rifh.~ir conference he shot a dismal 80 in the final round.
~ traveled to Misenheimer, North Caro- tournament. Un'~tJ~nately for Nevertheless, the Knights owe all
l:ij lina, for the Pine Needles Collegiate Larson, his remarkalJ"e",P\ay faltered of their success to their Swedish cap-
f Invitational, hosted b~ Pfeiffer College.. when it c?un~ed mos'.".... ) .\. . tain. Without his consistent finishes
~ Although the team finished 11 1h among Heading Into the{,s~9,9d and fl- at the top of the leader board, NSU
a the 21 NAIA e~trants, ~II four NSU nal round, Larson.h..aa4£tf',.·;/1l1/wappeared ~ould surelybe just anot~er competi-
~ golfers.kept thel r scores In the 70'.s. to be a comfortab.i..I~· str.. ".".> e ~dvan- ~I~e team and not the national powerV') ThiS was undoubtedly the kmd tage over We,~~'s ~,~.~, Bnchall. It IS today.
~ Nova Students Get a
~Fourth Taste of Hollywood
from the cover Next up, the men got a foot in knowledge and thus endedth Holly-J (she had a midterm that night). the door whe~ Dave B~adbury, wood Squares Take 4.
~ The next round featured the oh- everyone's faVOrite GoodWin Guard- This year's Squares do deserve a
so-popular Juan Pablo Correa against ian, got a leg up on Cristina Escartin. lot of kudos for performance as well~ the most impressive Shalini Maharaj. Malena Sosa fell under the spell of as interesting costume changes (you
~ But this was the night of the woman. Trevor Harrison. Cindy Milloy tore know who you ,are, Joe).
~~ The third time was charming as Nick Catalfamo apart in a fury of Spaghetti slinging , beer bombing,Stacey Garsh defeated Rodolfo in cigar smoking, ahdstraight sets, but lost a lot of person- pun hurling were
ality points when she couldn't solve just a few of the
the Secret Square Game. activites indulged
~ Sigma Alpha Mu and Phi Sigma /I in by people we~ Sigma staged a racy "Star Trek" skit , call adults.
\) with the crew searching for signsOf"'. Even though~ ~ college fun, I think (it was hard to . <"<lli.;:< this too~ o~er 2.5\J hear). Stacey, everyone knows that h*' ' hours, It stili was
the "T" in James T. Kirk stands for" a lot of fun and
~ "Tiberius!" very worth attend-~ Therewasanot-so-briefintermis- ing. I'm glad I
sion for people to stretch, catch some . "'it' have another year
~ grub and yak. The second half was a ~i here, so that I can~ little drier, perhaps because we were .. see what Student
~ all alot more tired now, it being about 7i AI h Ph' 0 '. b . h I H II d Life comes up with~ wo p a. ' mega mem ers enJoy t emse ves at 0 ywoo Squares.7:00. Photo by Chris Gay. next year.
ClI996 ATIl:T
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Come see us at the
Undergraduate Commenecement
where we will have a wide
selection of NSU apparel, and
souvenirs available for sale
before theceremony.
~ I ,,"vancemell! emenna'. urear,.r- - - - - - - - - - - - - -., I~.> Work Enwonment ~ ijlI Take 10% Off I & more! , I! M ~1 any item in the bookstore ~~ ,~...~ ~(Textbooks and Software I
I excluded) I.o.ffer good in the bookstore only1 Expires June 1,199'6 IL ___ "____________ ..
Nova Books Congratulates NSU Graduates!
RecPlex Safety Investigation Continues .~
by Nathan Burgess" the water chemical levels at the Sports, that he had updated informa- town." " ~
RecPlex pool I was told by Tom tion for me about the pool. He said A few days after Tom returned I
Almost a full month after our first Vitucci,Assistant Director of Student he would get the info to me when he tried to contact him at the RecPlex
story appeared (22 March 1996) about Life for Campus and Recreational returned from a conference out of only to learn he had stepped out for a ~
while. With the time I had set aside ~
to talk to Tom; I went over to the pool ~
collected a sample and took it to be ~
tested. We had some very interest- ~
ing results. ~
The test results were as follows:
(Format: Chemical Test: last test/
this test/ideal)
Total Alkalinity (ppm): 230/J 30/80-
120 ~
pH: 8.6/8.0/7.2-7.6 ~
Calcium Hardness (ppm): 315/315/ ~
100-270 ~
Cyanuric Acid (ppm): 180/125/40- t.l.
100
Free Chlorine (ppm): 2.5/1 0.0/1-3 ~
Total Chlorine (ppm): 4.0/1 0.011.5 ~
- To say the least I was shocked. \J
My pool consultant told me that the ~
alkaline was not high enough to be a ~
real problem, the pH should be ~
brought down, but wasn't too bad,
that calcium hardness was too high
and needed to be brought down, and
that chlorine was quite high.
see POOL on 9
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Evenings are generally spent in
town center checking out the variety of
tering holes and discos. ,This is a chane
meet other students and travelers f
around theworl'd who have discovered
unique comer of the world.
The project is located in the San fl
tin Zoological Gardens, Banos, Ecua
Located approximately four hours fi
Quito, Banos is the primary gatewwa:
the Amazon basin and is situated at the 1
of the Tungurahua volcano. At an altil
of 6,000' , you'll find spring-like wea
and flowers blooming year 'round.
All are invited to participate in
project. NSU psychology majors, busil
majors, and education majors have c(
away with life changing stories and exp
ences.
Because ofa special program for :r-.
undergraduates, $500 scholarships are
ing given to help defry the program cc
Complete information and application fo
are available by contacting Dr. Barker,
Program's Director and/or stopping by
Math, Science, and Technology office in
faculty trailers and picking up an appl
tion.
In addition, undergraduates can re
ter for Geography 291 and receive tl
hour's credit.
Space is limited. It is important to s
mit your application as soon as possible
prepare yourself for adventure!
Thinking of adventure, exploring the
rainforest, seeking the unusual this summer?
Ifso, it's time to apply for NSU's AInazonia
Cloud'Forest Biodiversity Project that will
be held in Ecuador August 2-9, 1996.
Join other stude~ts from around the
country and gain hands-on experiences
working with endangered and threatened
species in this part of the Amazon basin.
The seven day project assists univer-
sity and zoo researchers in establishing fa-
cilities to breed endangered animals and
return them to protected areas of the Cloud
Forest.
Students stay in safe, clean hotel-style
rooms on the zoo grounds. Breakfasts and
evening meals are included.
Each morning, participants are asked
to donate physical energies to zoo opera- .
tions such as painting, lawn work, and pro-
vide assistance to university and zoo per-
sonnel conducting research.
The afternoons are spent exploring the
Andes Mountains and volcanoes, taking
horseback rides, visiting native markets,
waterfalls, and the natural hot bathes that
have given the village of Banos its name.
earn credit for Geography 291
AppHcations Now Being Accepte4
for tlie. Sununer Program
Prepare yourself
for adventure!
• See the Amazonia Cloud Forest;
.
• Experience the Valley of
Volcanoes;
• Encounter the animals of the
Amazon: puma, jaguar,
monkeys, toucans, eagles;
For those seeking adventure and learning .
Explore the Amazonia Cloud Forest
Ecuadorian Biodiversity Project
Providing $500 Scholarships for
Undergraduates for the
August 2-9· Program
• Learn first hand about tropical
rainforest destruction;
• Play in the hot bathes of the
awesome Tungurahua
volcano;
• Visit native markets.I. Enjoy the ambience of a pristine
Andean village
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You HAVE EARNED YOUR DEGREE
Now PRESERVE IT!
Every .photo or PmJer item that is precious to you
deserves to be displayed and protected permanent~.
First Time Wholesale Club Offer!
O I * (Bx 10"•,. n Y Includes shipping & handling
$ 42' 00* Rorida residenL~ add6%
• ($2.52) salestax
Choice OfNine Wood finishes And Colors
Action Promotions Brochures &Information
976 N. Federal H\\)'. Phone: 1-800-830-4860
Pompano. FL 33062 Fax: (954) 941-5553
Lifetime
Guarantee
Custnm Laminate3
woOO plaques
518"
Thick
From April 16th to19th, Alpha Phi
Omega held the first annual Ugly Man
on Campus week.
UMOC is a'traditional week held
at APO chapters around the coun-
try.
Its purpose is to raise money for a
charitable cause by having different
organizations on campus compete for
the UMOC title.
This year, we chose CenterOne
as our charitable cause.
CenterOne is a non~profit organi-
zation that supports AIDS research
and provides counseling and home
services for people afflicted with
AIDS.
The Pan African Student Associa-
tion, Pre-med Society; Sigma Alpha
Mu, InterVarsity Christian Fellowship,
and the Student Government Associa-
tion were the participants in this ex-
citing event.
From Tuesday to Thursday, la-
beled canisters were placed in front
of Parker and the Rosenthal Student
Center (Wednesday).
Alpha Phi Omega Starts New Tradition ~
. ~
by Christie MacDonald Passers-by voted for who they teeth into as many of those giant red with Kelvin Vidale victori~us once ~
wanted to win the coveted UMOC fruits as possible. again.
title by placing their loose change and Shalini Mahara (Student Govern- The day ended with 1500 points ~
bills into the canister of their favorite. ment) didn't even dip her nose into earnl:!d by PASA and 500 points
organization. the bucket. earned by Pre-med.
The highlight df UMOC was the JackielsazaJlnterVarsityChristian Guess what? UMOC is not over
grand obstacle course on Friday, April Fellowship) and Kim Touhy (Pre-med) yet. ~
19 at lunchtime in front of Parker. tried their best but no one could beat PASA may be ahead in the race, ~
Representatives from each orga- super soaker Kelvin who literally but you still have an opportunity to ~
nization plopped, hopped, bobbed, dived into the water and bobbed out choose who will win theUMOC title. ~
and popped in a series of competi- five apples. Drop off any donations (points)
tions. PASA picked the right person for in .the name of your preferred organi-
We started the competition with this competition! zation with Frank at Student Life,
participants running around seats in To end the grand afternoon, en- The club with the most money lr\
aquick game of musical chairs. Kim trees hopped like bunnies with their earned by April 30, will win the trav- ~ ~
Touhy pushed all butts aside and ankles and knees tied in a race for eling trophy. ~
planted herself on the chair of vic- speed. This trophy will be presented by ~
tory. Neck-in-neck, Kelvin Vidale and Alpha Phi Omega at the Student Life
The second, event was "Pin the Jackie Isaza bopped to the'finish line banquet on May 1. ~
Condom on the Uglyman" to promote I .
safe sex through protecti,on. . P.oo sa ere or lustClub members spun around and ,
felt their way to the bull's eye located " , ~YOU;;I~~~~:;:'kneWexaetIYWhere bad differently? ~
to place the condom and therefore '\
won the competition. from page 7 Tom then told me that if a prob- t.
Thirdly, members swam in a tub When I returned from the pool -Iem is noticed in the pool's chemical
of apple-filled water and sank their store, I gave Tom a call back and levels a staff member notifies him for
~ ~~ ~ ~s~~~~:~~Oh~g~~.~~~~~;~h~n'tha~~
tbe ne\'\wpool~Qntr<:lS~h,~.~r~nJ~~;", '" "I~~'llllr~~'~~loned, by~om, ~
plained it to ~Tthe,c~,~tract~.~.~IIi:~) '~:.~.9·rn~i~r]I.~ltli~!.in"testiflgthe ~~h~~nh~d~~1fjp~~~e;'~
~: ~~~~;;c:~h;:~:.~:~~ :e~a~s~:~agm~~:~h~t";;:~~:;.~~ ~
to Tom, Olympic Pool was great at method a professional pool consult-
building pools but not so h,ot at main,- ant had told me to use he was fe- ~
taining them. This new company was . lieved.
much better at pool maintenance. I asked how often the company ~
Then I asked if everything was came in. It turns out this company ~
"Ship-shape with the pool?" He re- . comesin on average 5times a week, t.
sponded yes, and that not only have one day during the weekend, and 4
the levels been within range, they've times during the week;
been "right on where they need to A conclusion? I can't offer you IF\
be." an end all or be all definitive answer. ~ ~
Then I asked about my results and Levels are still quite strange. Check ..~
why they're so different. it out for yourself. Go to the pool with ~
After a pause of 5 seconds I asked a test kit, or get a sample. Call Guard- ~
if there was any reason the pool was ian pool, or another pool company
shocked with ch.lorine, as it had and bring in a sample. All it takes is ~
seemed to be. a clean cup (a new Styrofoam cup, ~
He explained that the only two with a lid, works quite well), 5 min-
tests they do on a daily basis are the utes, and a trip to a pool store. Most
chlorine, and pH tests. Tom then told companie,soffer free tests. Test it your- ~
me that when he personally (the pool self and see what happens. The best ~-~~~ is tested daily by someone at the reporter for your own knowledge is ~
RecPlex) tested the pH the previous your own experience. ~
week. His results had been between Keep your eyes open to The
7.6 and 7.8, and the chlorine had . Knight next year for updates on this
. been at 1 to 1.5 ppm. story.
26 ""l:).rJl
Improve your chances of
getting a.fullrefund on
your cleaning deposit
from yourapart,mentor
dorm when you
use a IWg Doct~'... ~
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by Candi 'Kehl
U·nited .Colors of NSUGire'ek l.il
,~, , . : " '.:. <", ,,~~
on the deck and talked, WhiltF()~rSWtnn,ers;Th~ThreeAmigOS,T~rrence''ih~middle.ioftheweek,~ndit
danced'insidethe Recple)('to·1tl~D:j,Oetiglrt,.TQd~>$hettJe,andRic:kYong, ,', the monotony of classes. Fa
~' 'Among the colors of gold, blue, sounds of th~, D-MAN, Demetri6us NStJMeck 'SthoolstudentS,\l{ona ,Subs,wereprovidedby Daka,el
~,purple,red, black, and white arethe ,Lynch ql Sigma AlphaMu. . giftcerttficate of $lOOfrom~ovaasahugesheetcakeand cookiE
~unitedmerribersof the NSU Greeks , Sunday, April 14th, DeltaPhrEp-BQOks, and the tournament.\Vinners, were delicious! " ," ' '~ system. The weekof April1 ~~20thsilonhelda 3 pn 3 Beach.VoUeybaU JeffDew, Nick Borsetti,:ar')d\NaUy " Saturday,ApriI20,Beta The
~ marked this year's "GREEK WEEK." Tourn4lTleJ;lt to benefttANAj) 'Nguyen, Won 70's Party.~. ~, . The cel,ebratio.n w,eekst,a,rtedWith . (A.norexi3N,e,,'rvous,a, a,nd,,Associative Mossim,O H,ats. aUy this Pel
\) Theta Delta Chi'S SUN SPLASHftom D,sorgers;) Each team donated the Congratsto one of thl
12pm..6pm. ~ , , $J perplayer,$9 perteam and were aU th~teamstha eventsonca
~h All students were invited to join in set up to play. played HARD! " People dress
\\) thefreeDJ'dmusic, BBQ, Snapple" Anyone and, everyone played ' 'Delta Phi.Epsi- 70's style c
•• and frosty fruity beverages. Celebra- eacb other in.a pool of round robin. Ion also provided and dance I,
ll>..tlt tors socialized in the sun and played P~i Sig~a Sigma's Rosie, ~ivera, 'afree~BQ, Music style music!1 beach vo"yball on the sand volley- ' ValerleManno,~r:td Candace Kehl anddrmks. year it was h
\) ball cou,\s., "played Beta Theta Pi's Elvis Quiroz, ,Wednesday, Mr. Laff's, c
~,,~ The participators 'in GREEK Hector Riv~ra, and "Binger", mixed April 17th, Phi known hot
\)1 WEEK had four hours to rest up,for tea~s of.Theta Delta Chi and Del~a Sigma ~igm~ held in an inside
, the Sigma Alpha Mu Toga'Party that Phi Epsilon such as Mona Lal, a "Umted CoLors callI/The ,~
night ff()m 1Op'!l-2arn held at the Michael Cali, and Ernie DeFalco of NSU Greek Paisely pr
Recplex. played against thel'n' as well. ,',' Life" Spirit Night. bellbottoms
Creative. party goers wore togas ',,' F-rorn,thetwo poolsofteams,the All NSU students. were· invited to platforms were the common sil
to go along with the party theme;' ending winners played each other for join the Greeks in a night of food, , . " So many people dressed UI
Greeks and non.;greeks alike hungout the winning title. The second place 'folks, and fun! 'Members of all the' it made the partYgoers feel like
~ B k 0 if A Greek organizations cam~ out to sup- 'Were lost ina decade ,'ong gonl~ port the event. OJ ShajiEapen blew Overall, GREEK WEEK wen1~ arer ·ers· OUI the I~nes as people danced and and we hoj>e everyone nexi yo;,. socialized. , " comes more involved ,With the <:~ Barga.n to Banos II was a great laid back event for system as awhole!
by Sandi Kelt Willi receive financial aid? Will my
~h parents foot the bill? Will.I gen:lass
\AJ Every student has anidea.of what creditsfor th!s? ' Ami going to ~pend
their professors are really hkeand 'my days domg manual labor m the
~ wha~ they can achieve. Iwas wrong hot sun? Indue time, Itound answers
, \) on both parts I realized this as I sat in to all of my questions. " ,
~ Dr. Barker's backyard waiting to in- Walking into Dr. Barker's home
~ ~ terview him. 'you find a few things you would ex-
\)) IUs~ot the typical professorialpect likea pet and aratherlarge com-
homestead. Basically, itshows that puter. He led me and my colleague
, this man believes in the environment' outside and to my surprise we were
and whaihepreaches to his students. on a beautiful Jiver"surrounded by
Instead of using his sUl'flmer to play bpats.1 started to relax assooa asl
golf or write a book, he is helping the realized this man really believed in
environment. the environm~ntand his causes.
,~ 'I was skeptical at first, and won- Our interview began by discuss..;
~',.' dered why this man would spend his ing the destruction in the rainforests;~time ,this way. He truly believes in and howoilcompanieswere not re-~ therainfo-rests .to the exte~tthat J,. the build!ng what thet cu~?own: He
~ 'nonearthyenv,ronm~ntall~t,~m slgn- mentlone~th~t th,s drlll.m~ did. not'~'~. tng up for this once m a lifetime ex- helP, the Wildlife an~ th,e1rs'tuatlon.
\) perience. . " Then we exammed the number
As college students, we expe~tto of students having gone on" tne trips~h w,ork all s,ummer .and p,ay obscene and .tha,t ~,ne of them would be re-\AJ pri.ces for classes during the year. But turnmg th,s year. ,
we don't expect to find.an experience My colleague asked Dr. Barker
~, like this one. While driving to Dr. about the pur~ose of the trip, He r~­
\) Barker's, these questions entered ~y sponded that the purpose of the triP
\) mind. ' '. is to get Nova students involved in~'~ ,'H,OW often i,S atriP,liket,hiS of- the' culture and environment. While
\J)' fered? How many students can go? see BARKER'S on 12
, ,
- - ... _-,,-,---,--_ ... _.'- ---
• To be ~iOibie. you must0-wiIh an associale', or _10(, degree, or be Q",.n1~ enrolled in graduaIo sdIooI, _10/1194 and 1/3197. You must pwdlaso or _ your new vohicle _1I4Jl16 and 113197. SomeClISIonor and vohicle ~iObili1y reslriclioos lllIJIy. See your deaIor lor doIail,.
BECAUSE YOUR BRAIN DOESN'T HAVE WHEELS.
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~
~
~
~
changes, and come up with their own F\
propositions. \ ~
The past year has not been such ~
a great year for clubs, so I know this ~
is an area that needs change. ~
We will be working to make the ~
clubs more student-oriented organi- ~
zations.
There will be more fund-raisers, ~
more activities and fun events for the t\
whole student population as well as a ~~
completion of mandated volunteerism ~~
projects.
I also went into depth about pub-
licity and talked about a commuter
bulletin board outside of Parker, in
the future, to inform all commuters ~
about upcoming events as well as
importantda~s. A
My new Vice-President, Herve ~
Jean-Pierre, is very motivated and will .~
take clubs to their pinnacle this year. ~
He is in charge of the Inter-Orga- ~
nizational Council (IOC), which is the
governing body of all the clubs. b
IOC meetings are where all clubs
inform each other of upcoming events ~_
and ways to help each other. ,~
This is one of the most powerful
tools used in assisting all clubs/orga-
nizations.
In my speech, I also discussed
see PRESIDENTAIL on 12
I would like to introduce myself.
For those of you who don't know me,
my name is Michael Fischer and I am
the new Student Government Presi-
dent.
I've only been in office for a few
weeks and I already can't wait unti I
next year.
FotthbsebfYbowh~rnissed the
SGA trrnsition cerem~..?~.~where the
old borrd passe~I~~~rtll!rknowl-
edge a~d responsibH!tie~~~the new
boarg)f t~.~@Il wou Icl·liketosumma-
thatt
the
New SGA ~
President i
Addresses ~
Students ~
The Knight Newsp~per
,_. _ c,ool lAew ForD! or Merc,urtj.
Th~S ~1Ac,LuD!es tltte ltt~gltt--perforVVl.ClIAc,e MustCllAg!
C-Clll 1..-~00-321..-1..53b or v~s~t our web s~te
Clt lttli-p://www.forD!.c,oVVl. for tltte full stortj.
/-tere's fClst-Clc,h~ reL~ef
froVVl. tltte -pressure of sc,lttool! c;rClD!uClh~
selA~ors ClIAD! grClD! stuc{elAts C,ClIA get -$400 00
wsltt bClc,~*' OIA tltte -PUrc,lttClse or leClse of CllAtj
Page 12 The KnightNewspaper 26Aj
YES, Nova Southeastern University should have a Florida license plate.
THIS INFORMATION INDICATES SUPPORT, BUT DOES NOT OBLIGATE
ME TO PURCHASE A LICENSE PLATE.
Please prim clearl,.
Your auto tag number is required: _
Name ---------------
Dear Ms. MacDonald,
Letter t
an Edit~
Bob Simon's
Auto Repair
2090 SW 71st Terrace H3-6
Davie, Florida 33317
Call for an appointment (954) 474-1110
Celebrating 13 years in the Same Davie Location
I am writing this in disc
your article about "Java." J
formation Systems major an
puter enthusiast, I must eXI
displeasure with this article,
it to be incorrect and mislE
the reader. I have sincere (
about what, if any, research,
in preparation for this articlE
First off, Java is in no w,
to a laymen computer user
computer programming L
similar to C, Perl, and CO
has nothing to do with the I-
Markup Language (HTML) E
its implementation into a WI
HTML is a static language.
do anything except denote ce
and fi res to be interprett
browser. Java is a language
create these applications. I,
ture it will be likely that "Pag
will be written in Java. Thi~
see JAVA on facing page
•••••••••••••••••••••••••
: Save 10%
•
:off Total Auto Repair Bill w
•: Nova Student and Faculty I~
: Are you tired of being ripped off with auto repairs?
• Then come to Bob Simon's Auto Repair, Where
: Honesty is our only policy!
: Courtesy Rides to and from the Caml2lli
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•• Most Major Credit Cards Accepted
•••••••••••••••••••••••••
1-
--NOVA--
SOUTHEASTERN
.'IV.III1"
Contact the Alumni Association for a postcard of your own!
O'i112345I!I
AddJe.~ ~ _
City County Zip _
Return immediately to Nova Southeastern University Alumni Relations.
Barker's Bargain
,~Opportunities
'~ from page iO sound expensive? Maybe to the aver-~ down there they wi II complete age college student, but Nova studentsf\ three tasks. In the morning the stu- can receive $500 scholarships; and\J dents will perform light housekeep- not only that financial aid can found
ing around the zoo or help give ani- to find more money if you have a truly
II-h mals physicals. In the afternoon, they difficult time collecting the funds. .
'VJ will go to neighboring villages, horse So, now you must be wondering
back ride, visit markets,etc. At night when is this fabulous trip taking place,
~ they go into town for cultural experi- how long is the trip, and if I'm hav-
~ ences, i.e. meeting people and hear- ing a great time do I have to come
~ ing live bands play, etc." home right away?
~ Basically, you get to have fun, In answer to these pressing ques-
~ explore another country, and you get tions this trip is exactly seven days
~ ~ college credit. At this point I was long. It is from Friday, August 2, 1996
\) ready to sign up, and we hadn't even to Friday, August 9, 1996; but if you
discussed where the students would want to stay longer it comes out to
be living. In reference to the living $15 a day extra. Are you shocked,
quarters, they are well different than dismayed, bewildered? Yes, I said $15
~ I anticipated. I figured that as stu- a day. This part of the interview blew
~ dents we would be forced to stay in a my mind. If I haven't intrigued you.~ hovel with ancient plumbing. yet, this trip is open to Nova students,
~ I was pleasantly surprised to find faculty, spouses, and companions.
'~ that the students live in hotel like ac- As the interview came to a c1,ose,
~ commodations that house two, three, I was quite ready to hand over my\J or four people. This almost sounded money and well being to this zealous
to good to be true so my colleague and learned professor. For a person
~ asked about food; and whether or not that does not believe in manu.allabor'anyone had become ill during one of or entering the sun unless needed, Ithe trips. was amazed at myself.
His reply was an unusual one, How could I have misjudged my-:
'() "The food is all homecooked by the self and Dr. Barker? Well, I guess thaf
~ zoo workers, and this is probably the is why we all came to college to learn
~ reason that no one has gotten sick." more about ourselves and the world
~ So, at this point you're most likely around us. So, I hope to see you on
~ thinking, "OK, I can hang out in an- that trip to EcuadOr this summer.
~ ~ other country, there's no drinking age, For more information email Dr.
\) I get college credit, but how much Barker at barkerb@polaris.nova;edu,
will this cost?" or call him at (954)452-5513. For an
Well, the trip is only $1,650.00, application, stop by his office located
but that includes food, hous"ng, trans- in the Math, Science, and Technol-
~ portation, and air fare. Does that ogy Department.
~ Ii. :a
O~
~
O~
cr
~
~
~
~
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eanllld ~lIIderlUWhat is Y.... ~
. .. .. . ~
Most Emllarrasslng Moment? 1
h~
~
~{
~
~
~{
~
"My roommate telling secret
stories during the roommate
game."
Jeff Dew--21 year old
- junior, Psychology major.
, ,6
"In first and fourth grade, I asked ~
to go the bathroom but didn't
make it on time. I peed on
myself and cried till my aunt
came to pick me up."
Toshima Parris--17 year old
freshman, Pre-med major.
"Having this picture taken."
Kimberly Tuohy--20 year
old sophomore, Pre-med
major.
"I was trying to get a Pepsi out of
a vending machine and the front
of the machine opened up and
the all cans fell everywhere."
Rodolfo Sideris--21 year
old sophomore, Business
.
major.
"My freshman year in high
school I pass~d gas during class \
and everybody heard it."
Michael Rivera--18 year
old freshman, Business
major.
"I was talking to a friend of mine
about this really ugly girl, and it
turned out he was dating her."
Lorenzo Jackson--first year
law student
'When I wrapped a Colombian
, flag around my waist to kid
around at the International Expo,
and someone took a picture of
me and submitted it to the
newspaper."
Alejandro Delgado--21 year
. old freshman, Business .
major.
by Karina LeDezma
We went
around asking
students
about the
time they
were most
embarrased.
Here are their
"responses.
Smile, you're
on The
Knight's very
own Candid
Camera!
26 April' 1996
byH"rveJean-Pierre'
~. '. Th.e Inter-()r~anizational~ouncH
~'.•' .'. ~...(1.0.... .c..... ). is. a SUb.-c.o.u.nCii. Of. T.he ,.Nova. College Student Government Associa-
,. tion (NCSGA). I.O.C~ is a policy
makingboard whictl consists of clubs
.~.and organizati()rls'vice-pr~sidents.
l" The board hears c;:harters, submits
~rec()rrimendationsto theNCsGA,and
~ co;;sponsQrs dubs and organizations'
.~ .••~ i..n 'a.c.co.rdance. w..•..·..·. it.h.th.•.e.po.Hcie.....s set.\J by the NCSGA.. I.O.C is chaired by
the NCSGA vice"'president. ."
Thefollowingisa listofeach dub
and organizcuiQn. and their <confact
persons:
If. you are interested in one or
more of these dubs,please do not
hesitate to caU their respective con-
tact persons. If for some reason you
cannotgetin contact with them, con-
tact the 1.0.CchairHerveJean-
Pierre @476-4734
Career
Counseling
Employment
Listings
\)\S~"B..eS\lt\\e '
Cal"eel" .Expo
1'cC4ft'lijoYOllrlfntnre is NOW-
~~~.. DON''f'BLOWIT!
Career
Libl"ary Special Co-op
Events Internship
The Career Resource Center can assist youjnfindiJ
the path to YOUR Future!
Horvitz Administration Building - 1st floor
'1:r(954} 475-7504
.Hours: Mon4ay - Friday, 8:30am - 5:OOpm
. ,. .
~
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Why Did Rock
Have to Die?
MINORITY
PRE-LAW
SCHOLARSHIPS
~
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~
~
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The Derby Lowdown
prohibitive 1-9 favorite blew by the
previously undefeated Romano Gucci
on rout~,),tQ.victory.
By,liBore we all run to the win-
dow~Jll10wager our two bucks on
.ong, consider these vari-
anyone remember Aerosmith before
Uv Tyler and Alicia Silverstone? These
questions may seem ambiguous to
some of you, but I know there are
others like me out there.
You waited in line for Rolling
Stones tickets to find them sold out.
You started friendships with people
whilewaiting to buy tickets, but hard
as it is to admit you listen to
Alternacrap like the rest of us.
Alternacrap is the term I use for mu-
sic that is not quite alternative or rock,
but it has potential.
As I sit writing this article,1 won-
der will my children understand what
Van Halen was like B.S.H.( Before
Sammy Hagar). Will my words fall
on deaf ears when I explain the rami-
fications of the first Woodstock?
The musical culture has changed
and we are all victims to a society
that does not remember janis joplin
or jimi Hendrix for their musical
breakthroughs. These two artists
made a difference musically and so-
see DEAD on 16 .
I was listening to the radio the
other day, and 1 searched and
searched for a station that hadn't
heard of Eddie Vedder, a station that
sought out old Ozzy Osbourne and
played Boston like it was brand new.
This mythical station never even
heard of Alanis Morissette, but if you
asked about Uta Ford, Pat Benatar, or
the almighty joan jett, they knew.
Unfortunately, this station doesn't
exist anymore. This station used to
be a common occurrence on radio.
You might have heard of one of them
103.5·WSHE, 94.9 WZTA, or 97.3
WGTR, but they're gone now.
They have all been wiped from
our conscious minds, sort of. WGTR
is now Coast FM, WSHE is constantly
altering their format, and WZTA has
kept their morning show but lost all
of its Rock N' Roll roots.
How did this happen you ask?
How did rock die? When did Seattle
become a music mecca? Why doesn't
26;April 1996
'by Sandi Kell
Each Award provides up to
$6,146 per year
for selected students who will be'
Juniors or Seniors in 1996-1997
See Your Pre-Law Advisor
or Minority Affairs Director
or call (305) 654-7133
~
t,
~
~,
~
~.
~
~
Applications are due
TUESDAY, APRIL 30, 1996
26 April 1996
NOVA
SOUTHEASTERN'S
ONLY
RADIO
ALTERNATIVE,
WNSU
92.9 caTh1
Wishes you a happy and
wonderful summer!!
Do you love to play music?
Would you like to play you
favorite·songs on the air?
Would like your voice to be
heard by friends and faculty
members?
Ifyou answered yes to any
of these questions then,
£all 4"l(j-741 (j 'v.- mv.-e
In'v.-matlvn
v.- sWP b~ WiIlllliU In
I)vsenthal itudent
£ente.-
••
1199
ONE WAY
areas during daytime hours will be a
continued way of life on this campus,
from this day forward."
Even though the letter from Mr.
Laubenthal sounds like we all will
continue to get an extra shower each
day,Mr. Komosky has high hopes that
once the construction on the Psychol-
ogy Building and the Health Profes-
sions Buildings is complete that only
the remote areas of the campus wi II
be sprinkled during daylight hours.
I intend to follow up with Mr.
Komosky and Mr. Mace in August to
find out what progress has been
made. Look for a follow-up! Until
then... keep the raingear handy!
The Knight Newspaper
European Students
Fly Home at a Great Fare!
from page 6
This is the main reason that the sprin-
klers are on during the daytime.
According to Mr. Thomas J.
Laubenthal, Landscape Architect, via
a me.morandum dated March 17,
1996, to Mr. John J. Santulli, II, As-
sociate Vice President for Administra-
tion, Nova has "grown beyond the
days when the watering of landscape
areas could be conveniently managed
in the 'after hours.'"
Mr. Laubenthal went on to state.-
that "We fully expect that there will\
be complaints on occasions, but those
comments do not alter the demands
on the system. Watering of landscape
W 'I••"" RLD•• ••••••••, ..,.."
A I R W ·A Y S
Students - Great June Fares
.Fly Miami· Berlin· Cologne ~/JI'JI'J
May 6, 13, & 20 ;p.."7 7 RT
Fly Orlando· Berlin· Cologne
June 12, 19, & 26
• Aft~r first three flight some fares slightly higher
BOO-WORLD-50
')r Call Your Local Travel Ag~nt 1'1_ 1GERMANV~
great-grandfather can patronize a 10- Colored" is a re-enactment of a South
cal business but cannot take advan- that once was segregated into white
tage of a free opportunity, a free ser- and black enclaves.
. vice. This is an example of discrimi- Modern-day America is no longer
nation that Clifton would have to get a place of such rigid separation, yet
used to but wouldnot have to accept. the process of eliminating the color
The last scene of the movie shows barrier is not complete.
an older Clifton sitting in a train bound The value of this film teaches us to
for a different place. He imbibes what imagine our journey into an America
life he can from his hometown as he concerned with greater issues. It in-
rides into new territory. His record- forms us to understand the power of a
ing of memories and ambitions in a people unified to overcome a common
notebook highlight the historical sym- obstacle. It reminds us of the history
bolism of this film. we can record in our personal diaries.
As Clifton witnessed the 'winds The larger lesson of this film is
of change' sweep through the South, that we are all in this together. Hope-
we can bear testimony to society fully we can evolve to a time when
transformed for the better. "Once we can say "Once Up08 A Time...
Upon A Time... When We Were When We Were Separated."
Campus Sprinlders
by Kelvin Vidale
"Once Upon A Time... When
We Were Colored" inspires us to use
the black freedom struggle as a refer-
ence for broadening the scope of the
struggle for civil rights. The movie
creates this effect by presenting the
experiences of an oppressed people
in the segregated South. Their will to
realize the hope of living more liber-
ated lives touches us in many ways.
The narrator takes us through Glen
Allan, Mississippi, from the time of
his birth in a cotton field to the time
he leaves his home. Memories of the
good and the bad (family support and
segregation) make the core ofthis film.
The family consists of immediate
relatives and an extended branch of
relatives committed to supporting both
the young and the old.
The way AI Freeman, Jr. (in his
role as the family patriarch and great-
grandfather) petitioned the father of
his great-grandson to own his respon-
sibility is an emblem of Freeman's role
as a righteous and courageous man.
He tells the other family that their
poverty does not absolve them from
doing what is right. In other words,
one's moral character is not bound up
in what one has but in what one does.
This scene debunks the myth that Af-
rican-American men are dead-beats.
Thus it is a face-lift tothe image of the
African-American family in general.
The saddest part of the movie deals
with educating a youngster, Clifton, of
his difference. Young Cliftoll is a sym-
bol of innocence. He was liVing a shel-
tered life in the bosom of a caring, fa-
miliar community. The day he stepp~d
out of this place was the moment he
would receive a lesson which he would
have to remember so he could survive
in the strange culture of the South.
When Clifton wanted to tlse the
bathroom at a local gas station, the
same employee who welcomed him
with a smile also made it clear that
Clifton could not (unknowingly) defy
one code of the South.
The only bathroom at this gas sta-
tion was designated for whites and
based on Clifton's coffee-colored
complexion, he didn't qualify for en-
trance. This scene pulls the strings of
our emotions. A young boy and his
Page 16
ilOnce Upon a Time.
When We Were Colored"
...'" .......

The Chevrolet Emblem and Cavalier arc registered trademarks of the GM Corp. ©1995 GM Corp. All Rights Reserved. Buckle up, America! .' For more information call 1-800-950-CAV96.
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It Has Li~ ..
Once upon a time, all you needed was a cool car at a good price. But things change. Now you're looking for
a car you can trust. You're looking for dependability, affordability and safety; all in a neat, sporty package.
Think about it. That's asking a lot from a car. Enter the Cavalier. It's sensible, stylish and comes complete with
~,'..eLi"':':\·'d "m~!'Il',.J1'"",' J
(;,.,~,"w:i,:",l
'.: f;
:::
USA({§to
36USC3BO
Proud Sponsor of the
19% U.S. Olympic Team
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one of today's latest safety features: Automatic Daytime Running Lamps. They illuminate automatically when
you turn on the ignition, to help make it easier for you to be seen. So whatever the driving conditions, you
can be sure that we're there to look out for you. And what else would you expect? We're Genuine Chevrolet.
Cavalier~ Genuine Chevrolet®
.::
Let Sheldon Jackson College
get you pointed in the right
direction!
Active participation in our
smaller classes will help you to
establish goals, to gain insight
into who you are, and to decide
what you want out of life.
'"~
I
~
t
~
Located between mountains and the
Pacific Ocean, our campus is surrounded
by breathtaking scenery.
The Sheldon Jackson College campus (right
foreground) sits on the edge of downtown Sitka
and the wilds of Southeast Alaska.
For more. information, please call or write: '
1-800-478-455
Nature and education
combine to offer you
an unparalleled
learning experience.
::'.
:::
.::
PHOTO BY SHARON NIKFAR]AN,
COLUMBIA U.
May 199&
The new
Mount Rushmore.
Page 17
She~s used to weight
gain. She adds 200
pounds with every
shower.
This flotation therapy
is all wet.
Page 12
For Kellie~ college life
goes on.
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Campus Shots
COVER PHOTO COURTESY OF COLUMBIA RECORDS
GUEST EXPERT / AndrelN Dice Clay
You came to love him - or hate him - as the Diceman. Sure, he
dropped the "Dice" and was just a man when prime-time TV came a-
courtin'. But that didn't last long. Now Andrew Dice Clay is back with
a new HBO comedy special, and he's dicier than ever. And we're not
just saying that because of his renowned talent with Ginsu knives.
VIEWS / The Campus Dialogue
U. Mail. editorial cartoon and saline-enhanced poll responses.
16 Cram It!
The big test is tomorrow. A big textbook has been left untouched. The big pot of coffee is
percolating. The big hand is inching closer to 3 a.m. A big heart attack is on the way. Argh!
Calm down. Chill out. U. Magazine has cramming tips from professional procrastinators.
R+R / Rock *n* Reel
18 Rock
You can't spell music without u., so enjoy the music reviews, plus Pocket Band,
Our Picks and the U. radio chart.
19 Reel
A bewitching cauldron of reviews, plus a "very Brady" Reel Deal and a deadly Screen Saver.
20 Say Cheese!
What will starving students do for $1,OOO? Jump out of airplanes, climb mountains, even frolic
in the mud. You name it, the winners of the 4th Annual U. Photo Contest did it!
WRAP / When the Going Gets stuff* the stuff Gets Going
23 A lot of junk can be acquired in a lifetime ofcollege. Rational students become irrational packers.
Coffee table? Get rid of it! Beer-stained, life-size, cardboard cut-out ofElle Macpherson? Keep it!
COVER STORY
17 Like 'Em or Lum
U. L.IFE / Stop rough-housing; you*re gonna
poke someone*s eye out.
12 Etc. I Web of Hate
The Internet has opened up a whole new billboard for people with messages of hate. What
should be done about this proliferation ofhate, no one knows. Don't you hate tough decisions?
12 Offbeat I Life is But a Dream
What could be more calming than the sound of the waves crashing up against the shore?
Well, some think sitting in a dark tank on a bed of salt water is right up there. It'scalled
flotation therapy, and a lot of students.are taking the plunge.
13 Pulse I Coffee, Tea... or Herbal Ecstacy?
What gives you a buzz and is perfectly legal? No, not the latest Debbie Gibson album. It's
Herbal Ecstacy. The faux drug's effectiveness is still a question mark, but it's all the rave at raves.
13 In-play I The Name Game
The debate about the political correctness of college mascots is still a hot topic. Names like
Seminoles, Braves and Fighting Illini are drawing some ire from the denizens ofPCu.
FEATURES / Clean your plate. There are starving
people in Africa* you knolN.
14 Star-studded Students
No, they're not researching the role of college student for their next TV movie of the week.
These famous actors are actually attending classes and earning degrees. Imagine having Joey
Lawrence in your study group. Whoa!
15 Know Your Enemy
What happens when she says "NO!" and he hears "NOW!"? Alcohol and drugs don't help with
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VANDEMONIUM
U. of Kansas
Kansas senior Rob Grondahl
wanted to make his Volkswagen
van stick out from the rest. So, he
decided to paint it like the beloved
Mystery Machine driven by every-
one's favorite cartoon sleuths, the
Scooby Doo gang. And he
would've gotten away with it, too,
if a couple of meddling kids hadn't
come to town. "OK, Shaggy, take
off his mask and we'll see who this
Grondahl character really is.
Zoinks! It's Mr. Thompson, the
crotchety old man who runs the
abandoned mine." Scooby snacks
all around.
five years ago for using a false iden-
tity to gain acceptance, he returned
again - with a brand spanking
new false name. In February 1996,
a grad student who recognized
Hogue blew the whistle when he
saw him in the campus computer
center. The 36-year-old con man
had finagled $22,000 in financial
aid from Princeton back in 1989 by
claiming to be a self-educated
orphan from the West. The jig was
up when a Yale U. student spotted
him running in a track meet in
1991 and remembered him from
high school in California. To make
matters worse, five months after he
was paroled, Hogue was back in the
slammer for stealing $50,000 worth
of gems from a Harvard U. muse-
um. Who needs a resume when
you've got a rap sheet?
MAIL CALL
Depraved U., USA
Internet users have been filling Anna Nicole
Smith's mailbox regularly. Since her Web site
(http://www.annalive.com) debuted late last
year, the buxom beauty's cybercups overfloweth
with several million hits per month - mainly
from collegiate computer users. The top 15 col-
leges - by volume - sending e-mail to the
former Playboy Playmate of the Year are: U. of
Texas, Austin; Texas A&M U.; U. of Ken-
tucky; U. of Massachusetts, Amherst; U. of
North Carolina, Chapel Hill; Duke U.; U. of
Tennessee; U. of Michigan; U. ofIowa; U. of
Georgia, Athens; U. of Maryland; Florida State
U.; U. of Florida; North Carolina State U.; and
U. of Pittsburgh. Don't deny it guys (well,
maybe girls, too). You know who you are.
ing student-
chefs are also
bugging their
brownies,
cookies and
spinach quiche.
But what do
you use to
wash it down?
Bug Light?
POISON
IVY
Princeton U.
James Hogue
wants to be an
Ivy Leaguer
reeaally bad. So
bad that even
after being kicked
out of Princeton
BIRD
IS THE
WORD
Georgia
Institute of
Technology
Each
spring, college
campuses are
caught up in
the fervor of
elections for
student body
president. We at U. Magazine
monitor all the races and choose
the man or woman we think would
best serve any university. Our crite-
ria for president is onefold: You
must have the
weirdest name of
any candidate.
This year's unan-
. .lmouswmner
hails from the
Georgia Institute
ofTechnology,
and his name is:
(drum roll
please) BIRD
BLITCH. We'll
understand if
you don't believe
us, but that's
honestly his
name. Congratu-
lations, Bird. For
your efforts we
will provide you
with some slo-
gans: Let's Give
This Town the
Bird, He's Fly
Like a Bitd, or
the ever-popular
Life's a Blitch.
ILLUSTRATIONS BY SHIN KAo, U. OF CALIFORNIA, BERKELEY
BUG PIE
U. of California, Davis
You'd send your pizza back at
most restaurants if you discovered it
had bugs on it, right? Well in the
UC, Davis, Entomology III class,
you'd likely send it back if it didn't.
Andy McClelland's students partake
of the crunchy cuisine as part of
their "bug feast" while they study
the effect insects have on humans.
We know, we can imagine a few of
the effects ourselves, but McClel-
land says bugs are actually on the
menu in countries around the
globe. In addition to pizza, the dar-
"When pigs swim," replied the
higher-ups.
HOTHEAD
Northeastern U., Mass.
Sounds a little urban myth-y to
us, but check this out: Northeastern
student goes to the grocery store on
an unusually hot day. In the parking
lot, student notices an older woman
sitting in a car with the window up,
holding her hands behind her head.
After an hour ofshopping, student
leaves the store and sees woman still
sitting in the car, still holding her
head and majorly sweating. Student
asks woman ifshe needs some help.
"Yes, I have been shot in the back of
the head, and I'm holding my brains
in," woman says. Student calls an
ambulance. When EMTs remove
woman's hands, they discover that
her "brains" are actually a piece of
dough shot from a Pillsbury dough
can that exploded in the back seat.
Very hot and confusing day.
DOG-GONE IT ..-'C
U. of New Mexico r.:
A burglar's booty doesn't ,'i'
drink from the toilet. Well,~..v. "
OK, in this case, maybe it ;
does. At UNM, campus I ',~
police report No. 96-295
listed an unusual, but
furry, thefr. Type of
item stolen: dog. Make:
female. Model: Chi-
huahua. The $250 Chi-
huahua, along with a
purse and jacket, were
swiped from a car parked
at the UNM hospital.
There are no suspects in
the canine caper. Howev-
er, McGruff the Crime Dog
urges anyone with information in the puppy pil-
ferage to come forward and "take a bite out of crime."
MOVE OVER, BABE
Southwest
Texas U.
In 1994,
Southwest Texas
purchased an
aquatic theme
park located near
campus. Now
the park is being
converted into a
nonprofit exten-
sion of the cam-
pus. That means
students must say
a teary goodbye
to the park's fea-
tured attraction
-Ralph the
swimming pig.
Ralph had to put
his curly tail
berween his legs
and plod off to
muddier pas-
tures. A recent
exchange
berween irate
students and
iron-fisted
bureaucrats has
raised new hope.
"Will we ever
have the aquatic
park back?" cried
the students.
class if the syl-
labus said "chess
day" on the class
schedule. Yeah,
right!Who ever
thought that
playing chess
would be a
course require-
ment? No, this
isn't a class on
gaming. It's a
business class. A
professor of
management-
information sys-
tems at Millikin
requires chess as
a brain teaser of
sorts. He says
it's great for
honing analyti-
cal skills and
that the students
really like the chess games -
imagine that. In fact, he says, one
student liked it so much she went
out and bought hetself a chess-
boatd. Guess she's not planning to
be a pawn in the cotporate world.
KEEP YOUR CHIN UP
Loyola U., III.
Jay Leno not scholarly enough? C'mon -
really? That's what students at Loyola U. said
when they heard administrators had invited the
late-night host to speak at the university's
125th anniversary celebration in September. A
spokesperson for Loyola said the students felt
the university should have someone more "cere-
bral" than a talk show host/comedian. Leno
backed out of the engagement when he heard
about the complaints and issued a statement
saying he would gladly accept any speaking
offers from the school in the future.
CLASSMATE
Millikin U., III.
Would you actually show up to
FIT TO BE TIED
U. of North Carolina
Both Seth Nore and Ian Walsh
were running for the coveted posi-
tion of president of the Carolina
Athletic Association. Both were
able candidates, and both stood
behind strong platforms. Both had
loyal followings, and both were pre-
pared to do the best job possible.
Both also ended the campaign with
1,565 votes. The unfathomable
electoral gridlock had to be resolved
in a runoff, which Nore won by
almost 100 votes. But Walsh did
walk away with a lovely runner-up
gift - a necktie. Students didn't
seem very interested in the out-
come. In fact, they had what you
might call a six ofone, half dozen
of the other attitude about it.
ANIMAL ABUSE
Northern Illinois U.
Is smacking a lovable, fuzzy car-
toon socially acceptable? Apparently
not, but that didn't stop an NIU
student from decking Tony the
Tiger during a theme night in the
dining hall. The disgruntled cereal-
eater popped the parading puss in
the face and knocked the head side-
ways, according to witnesses. Fortu-
nately, the force of the blow did not
hurt the woman inside the costume,
but a witness to the crime says Tony
"hunted the guy down for a while"
and "was swearing a lot." What's
next? Wrestling Cap'n Crunch?
;:.
;::
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ILLUSTRATION BY BRIAN FARRINGTON, ARIZONA STATE U.
Colleen Rush, AssistantEditor
SCREEEFCH.
I used to think I had quick
reflexes, but that was before two
months of guerrilla car shopping
numbed my senses. I should have
seen him sliding toward me. I
should have seen the telltale gold
tooth catching in the afternoon
light; the fiercely tailored suit,
mauve shirt and matching tasseled
loafers; the oily hair, just barely
outshining the tooth.
All the indicators were there. I
should have seen him coming, and
I should have run like hell.
But I was trapped. I was in a
weakened state. I accidentally made
eye contact. He was in my blind spot
So there I was. Stuck in the front
seat of a tormented Volkswagen, lis-
tening to Ed The Used Car salesman
tell me that the tears in the seats,
the bald tires and the hole in the top
gave the car character.
And Ed-from-the-8-bazillionth-
dealership-I-had-been-to was
about to make it worse. He was on
the verge of sending me over car-
shopper's edge.
You know- the edge. The
place I inched toward as I surren-
dered my demands and dignity. No
five speeds? Um, I guess an auto-
matic will do (inch). You're right. A
cassette player is extravagant.
Besides, I like AM jam (inch, inch).
This car is 12 years old and it's only
got 700 miles on it. Wow (inch).
"Now this is the car for you," he
oozed. "A pretty yOung girl like you
needs to have aconvertible. And lis-
ten to this... (engine grinds, wheezes,
starts with a hideous roar). Listen to
that sporty-sounding muffler."
A sporty-sounding muffler?
I'd have settled for something
with wheels and a driver's seat.
VROOM,
VROOM.
Anand Shah, sophomore,
Cornell U.
Glenn's last (sniff, snifj) Wrap
column for U. Magazine
appears on page 23 ofthis issue.
He is currently living in San
Francisco and is lookingfor
work. Got any leads? - ed.
Outta Sight
Why is the photo contest
in the very back of the maga-
zine [March 1996]? Having
the contest is a good idea, but
the photos are too small. If
you're going to host such a
contest, you should at least
reward the winners with a full
page in the magazine.
Mark McKelvey, freshman,
Illinois State University
A fUll page? How about two fUll
pages? And more! Check out
pages 20-22for this year's win-
ners. The photosyou're referring to were
the monthly winners. - ed.
Ben Scherliss, junior,
U. ofNorthern Colorado
Ole Miffed
I think the "Sub-Standard Subs at
Ole Miss" story [March 1996] is unfair.
As a senior at Ole Miss, I've been
exposed to the program twice. Both
times my professors announced in
advance that they planned to have a
guest speaker. Both times attendance was
optional, and once, extra credit was
offered for atrendance. In addition, stu-
dents who planned to attend were
allowed to pick a topic that interested
them. Your story was sloppy and one-
sided. Our administration should be
cheered for their efforts to further edu-
cate Old Miss students through a variery
of topics.
Wendy Hollingsworth, senior,
U. ofMississippi
Middleman
As a faithful reader of u., I can't
keep quiet about the glowing error you
made in "The Buzz" [March 1996]. You
said that Michael Kearney is attending
Tennessee State U. The fact of the mat-
ter is that he's attending Middle Ten-
nessee State U. We are a Division I
school and proud member of the Ohio
Valley Conference. We take great pride
in our rivalry with Tennessee State.
Sean T. Jewett,
Middle Tennessee State U.
Egg on our Face
Thanks to all the concerned egg-patrollers
who wrote in about the 2,403-poundgoose
egg [Double Take, April 1996]. Speckle
The Goose's egg was actually 24 ounces-"
or 24 oz., which looks a lot like 2403 to
an overworked assistant editor.
Kudos
I think that Glenn McDonald has
the best column [Wrap] in the country.
Could you give me some more informa-
tion on him?
you could devote a whole column to the
craziness that goes on here at U. of
Northern Colorado. But it's great to
read up on all of the other college mani-
acs around the nation. Keep up the good
reporting!
Quick Fix
I just wanted to compliment you on
what seems to be everyone's favorite sec-
tion - Quickies. I personally think that
Big Headed
Thank you for your story on Calvin
and Hobbes - the best comic strip of all
times, ["Stripped," March 1996]. As a
huge fan of Bill Watterson, I was sad to
see him go. I recently bought the Calvin
and Hobbes Tenth Anniversary Book
[Andrews and McMeel]. Mter reading
about Watterson's problems with his
Sunday strip and his insistence that he
receive more space and freedom, I must
say that he seems to be quite egotistical
about his strip. It's too bad that we've all
lost such a great comic strip, but it's also
too bad that the creator of the strip
removed it for what seem to be selfish,
commercial reasons.
Amy Hope Pickens, sophomore,
Illinois State U.
What these adminis-
trators should do is
spend less time mak-
ing up excuses and
more time trying to
improve the academ-
ic conditions at their
universities. I fully support the u.s.
News and World Report rankings and
think they should be used as incentive to
improve the low-ranked institutions.
Stephen B. Isabirye, graduate stuJent,
Northern Arizona U.
Sold Out
I just want to say hats off to U. Mag-
azine for saying what we've all been
thinking for a long time now: MTV has
gone to the dogs ["My So-Called MTV,"
April 1996].
Dor't the people at MTV
have a clue? I'm so disappoint-
ed in the execs at MTV for
selling out and replacing the
music with junk. If I wanted
to watch shows, I'd turn to the
networks. And sadly enough,
even CBS is doing a better job
than MTV from where my
remote control and I sit.
Amy Runyan, senior,
U. ofTexas, Austin
Women Entitled
I was very offended by
"Title What?" [April 1996]. It
was so biased toward the pro-
tection of men's athletics that
it misses the point of having
Title IX. Women's athletics
deserve the same funding that
is often too generously
bestowed upon the guys. This
srory is once again telling
women athletes that they
aren't as important as their
male counterparts. Let's face it, if ~dmin­
istrators had been fair in funding in the
beginning, this problem would never
have existed. The female athletes don't
deserve to be painted as the villains.
They don't get enough support as it is.
Melissa Bowman, sophomore,
U. ofKansas
Kinda Rank
In response to "The Rating Game"
[March 1996], I think that u.s. News
and World Report rankings are fairly
accurate. Universities that are usually in
the lower rankings often do not have
excellent facilities such as good health
services and good libraries. While at the
same time, they have few publications by
their faculry. In addition, undergraduate
students often don't graduate within the
4-6 year period allotted. It's easy to
whine about the low rankings, especially
if your school comes in at the bottom.
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can anyone say "Footloose"?
By Deidre Pike, Y. ofNeva-
da, Reno / Photo courtesy of
The Movie Show.
The show's producer, Frank
Barnas, says it's the fun factor
that makes the show so appealing
to college students.
"Straight reviews get so boring,"
Barnas says. "We tty to do some-
thing insanely stupid evety week."
Insanely stupid includes
everything from an "under the
sea" episode complete with fake
fish to "smell-o-vision," for which
viewers were told to bring props
to the screen and sniff them at
the appropriate time.
In the "Movie Show from Hell"
episode, the guys are conderimed
for a bad review and sentenced to
fire, brimstone and repeated view-
ing of the movie Mr. Wrong.
"Hell is a Duraflame log,"
Barnas says. "And Mr. Wrong just
sucked. It was the worst movie of
the year."
Howard and Neil don't get
paid for their performances, but
they are hoping to take their show
on the road after graduation in
May. And they're enjoying their
newfound fame.
"Anywhere we go we get rec-
ognized," Neil says. "People
say, 'I can't believe you
like that movie.'''
Barnas says he
judges their popularity
by the number of people
who recognize Neil and
Howard on the street.
"We're hoping for
stalkers," Barnas says.
"Stalkers would be good."
Run tag line.
"Free buffet with evety class."
Zoom in on two wacky college
guys,leffHoward and David Neil,
who have been dubbed the colle-
giate version ofSiskel and Ebert.
Howard, an ex-video store
owner and senior at UNLV,
clowns around before settling
down to review movies. Neil, also
a senior and a retro hippie, plays
the straight man and urges
Howard to get serious.
The chemistry works. After
37 shows taped since January
1995, their Movie Show is a hit
with U. Network - a satellite
link of more than 100 campuses
across the nation and in Europe.
"The affiliates tell us that
we're the staple in all of the local
programmi?g," Howard says.
Because we re a constant - on
once a week." (Check your local
listing for time and channel.)
Like Siskel and Ebert, the
Movie Show reviews several
movies every week. But that's
where the comparison ends.
"They're really boring,"
Howard says. "We're fun."
Ready to roll.
A s THE CAMERA ROLLS, THE VOICE-OVERbegins, "Welc:ome to the Movie Show,coming to you from the University of
Nevada in Las Vegas!"
On the
Movies
By Colleen Rush, Assistant Editor /
Photos byJosh Jacquot Baylor Y., Texas
"The dancing rule wasn't even
on the books," Cox says. "It was a
tradition that administrators finally
agreed to change."
Cox says the decision is likely to
encourage campus interaction.
"The dances on campus will
truly be all-university," he says. "It's
going to be huge. We won't be able
to do it evety weekend, but it's good
to have all-university activities three
or four times a year to bring the stu-
dents together."
Yeah, but how close together can
they get?
Barring any disasters, the infor-
mation in this story was complete and
accurate atpress time. - ed.
campus.
"We were
just tickled to
death that we
were chosen,"
says the big
band's Ed
Burleson. "It's a great honor."
But the dance wasn't all fun and
games. Planning for the first ever
on-campus dance wasn't exactly an
electric slide in the park.
When the president announced
the decision to reverse the ban,
local and national media latched
onto Sloan's casual mention that
"lewd gyrations" would not be
allowed.
Junior Collin Cox, the student
body president, insists that the
hubbub about the phrase was all
for naught.
"Banning lewd gyrations was
never a rule," Cox says. "It was just
an expression [Sloan] used, and sud-
denly people thought it was policy."
Ironically, the ban on dancing
was never a rule either.
The Has-
kett-Burleson
Big Band won
the honor of
playing the
first notes on
STUDENTS AT BAYLOR U., TEXAS,KICKED OFF THEIR Sunday shoesin April for the first time in the
history of the Baptist school's 150-year-
old ban on dancing on campus.
And depending on what side of
the fence you sit on, the day was
either a Texas two-step in the right
direction or a fast tango to hell's
disco inferno.
"It's about time," says junior
Sandra Plaza. "This is definitely
going to be a part of Baylor histoty."
But religious conservatives
across the nation, particularly
Southern Baptist ministers, are
blasting the decision.
Bill Merrell, a spokesman for
the Southern Baptists Conven-
tion in Nashville, is one of the
more outspoken opponents of the
ban's reversal.
"I haven't heard anyone say
[dancing] is a way to draw closer to
God," Merrell said in a Los Angeles
Times stoty.
But Plaza says Baylor's new
president, Robert Sloan, is on the
right track.
"President Sloan is incredible,"
Plaza says. "He knows what college
students are interested in, and there
have been incredible improvements
and changes."
The dance, held on Baylor's all-
campus "playday," Diadeloso - or
Day of the Bear - featured local
bands representing a variety of
musical tastes.
Holy.
Rock-n-
Rollers
;:.
Moon Over Reno
LOOK OUT, STANFORD U. STUDENTS AT THE U. OFNevada, Reno, broke the Guinness record for themost simultaneous moonings in one place -
and they're crack-happy about it.
,.
Kirsten Mashinter, vice presi-
dent for student programming, esti-
mates that more than 1,000 stu-
dents dropped their drawers on Feb.
7 to beat Stanford's measly 262-
moon record from last June. "We
were expecting about 400 people, so
we were very happy and surprised
when over 1,000 showed," she says.
Unlike Stanford, the UNR
moon-off was no psych project. It
was patt of UNR's winter carnival
festivities. Students shucked their
skivvies and painted their buns for
one reason: to boost school spirit.
"The moon-off showed that
we're not as apathetic as people like
to label us," Mashinter says.
But it all boils down to pride,
says UNR freshman Jaime Ficco.
''I'm glad I could bare my ass for
my school," he says.
The Buzz
• In March, a federal appeals court ruled against affir-
mative action practices at the law school of the U. of
Texas, saying the school could not consider race in admit-
ting students. The decision, in part, reads: "The law
school has presented no compelling justification, under
the Fourteenth Amendment or Supreme Court precendent,
that allows it to contintue to elevate some races over oth-
ers, even for the wholesome purpose of correcting per-
ceived racial imbalance in the student body."
• In February, a 10-person jury found the U. of Arizona
Recreation Center negligent in caring for Stacy Spiegler, a
20-year-old senior who suffered a heart attack in 1990 while
riding a stationary bicycle at the center. Jurors concluded
that the failure by rec center employees to administer CPR
led to Spiegler's permanent brain damage. They awarded
Spiegler $5 million in damages.
• A federal investigation into admissions practices at the
U. of California, Berkeley, cleared the school of charges that it
discriminates against white students applying for undergrad-
uate admissions. The seven-year investigation also conclud-
ed that affirmative action has not diminished academic quali-
ty at the school. The report found that in 1993, grades and
test scores actually increased, as did the overall performance
of students after they were admitted.
• Three weeks after eliminating the men's basketball
program at Rutgers U., N.J., school officials decided to rein-
state the team. In February, provost Walter K. Gordon opted
to drop the Pioneer team, owners of an NCAA-record 108-
game losing streak, because of its "demoralizing quality."
But Gordon and other school officials later bowed to student
and alumni pressure, reinstated the team and hired the first
full-time men's basketball coach in the history of the nearly
50-year-old program.
• Eleven members of the U. of Southern Maine baseball
team have been suspended by the NCAA for periods ranging
from four games to the entire season. The players were sus-
pended for gambling on college sports.
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W ITH TECHNOLOGY RACING FORWARD AT LIGHTNINGspeed, Rick Smolan decided it was time to take asnapshot of the information superhighway. With his
ideas - and the support of thousands of people worldwide - 24
Hours in Cyberspace was born. :::
ffit~I~~
By Anonymous"
"Anonymous is a student-athlete who,
according to NCAA regulations, would
lose hislher eligibility if we printed
hisll!er byline. - ed.
What's wrong with this picture?
Magazines, newspapers and TV
networks make millions of dollars
every year covering college sports. But
when Northwestern U. basketball play-
er and self-described computer nerd
Dan Kreft was asked to write a column
for Sports Illustrated - for free -
NCAA regulations forbade him because
it would be helping acommercial entity
sell its prodUCt.
"It's just an example of how
oppressive NCAA regulations are,"
says Kreft, whose witty Web page and
insider's view of life as a Big Ten Con-
ference athlete caught the attention of
Sleditors.
"Evidently [the NCAA] would rather
foster the image that jocks are illiter-
ate," Kreft says. "God forbid we should
write anything, and someone would
make a dime off it."
Kreft says the regulation - Arti-
cle 12.5.2.1 of the NCAA constitution
- is particularly ironic because the
NCAA has no qualms about allowing
the media to profit from students'
athletic prowess.
"Don't tell me they don't make
money off featuring athletes," says
Kreft, whose popUlar Web page is titled
"Big Dan in the Big Ten"
(http://www.eecs.nwu.edu/-bigdanl).
"If the NCAA is going to make an
issue of college athletes having a
byline, they should scrap the whole idea
of covering college sports," he says.
The Northwestern hoopster adds
that the regulations also defeat the
concept of the student-athlete by lim-
iting academic and journalistic oppor-
tunities. "It's a real shame for stu-
dents in journalism," Kreft says,
citing the case of a Northwestern
school of journalisrn graduate student
and basketball player who had to cur-
tail free-lance endeavors because of
the rule. "They're hampering people'S
careers."
Kreft says that many students have
e-mailed NCAA presidents commission
chair Sam Smith (bakerd@Wsu.edu)
about the regulations, but he is doubt-
ful the regulations will be changed any-
time soon. .
"It depends on how willing the
NCAA is to admit they're wrong," Kreft
says. "They seem pretty content to
just sit on their haunches and say,
'This is our rule, and if you don't like
it, you can....'"
Big Dan and
the Big Irony
Jason Giardino, U. ofPennsylvania /
Photo courtesy of the Mask and Wig Club
Merry Men
H OW DOES THE OLDEST ALL-MALE,collegiate, musical, burlesquecomedy troupe in the nation
still make people laugh after 108 years
of performing?
"There's something inherently funny about a guy
putting on a dress," says senior Tim Gloege, a chair of
the Mask and Wig Club at the U. of Pennsylvania.
That may be true, but the real key to success for
Mask and Wig lies in its ever-changing cast mem-
bers, who are among the hardest-working men in
show business. For more than a century, the long
string of Mask and Wig performers has kept Penn
and Philadelphia audiences guffawing with their
outrageous brand of singing, dancing and cross-
dressing humor.
Their skit shows are akin to the Canadian comedy
quintet Kids in the Hall, but some productions are more
like comedic musicals, chock full of elaborate song and
dance numbers.
The troupe's 40-plus members work nearly every
day all year long writing, rehearsing, building sets,
performing and more. Mask and Wig produces an
entirely student-run production each fall and per-
forms a professionally directed- show every weekend
from the end of January through March. All this,
plus a spring break tour, means that the guys don't
get a lot of free time and never get time away from
each other.
"It's not, 'See you tomorrow', but 'See you today,'''
says senior performer and social chair Matt Rosier.
Nonetheless, the members of this prestigious club
wouldn't give it up for anything in the world, Rosier
says. All of the Mask and Wiggers feel a bond -
much like a fraternity or family - that stays with
them after graduation. A strong network of alumni
has held the same regard for the troupe for 20, 50,
even 75 years.
A strong fan base hasn't hurt either, as year after
year students flock to see the men perform. The Mask
and Wiggers are one of the featured attractions at the
annual spring fling, a campuswide entertainment
blowout. This allows them to strut their stuff for an
audience of thousands.
"They're talented, genuinely funny guys who cap-
ture the spirit of the university," says Penn freshman
Jessica Boar.
If history prevails, Mask and Wig will continue per-
forming for another 108 years under the same motto:
"Justice to the stage, credit to the university." Ben
Franklin - Penn's founding father - would be proud.
Even if he never wore a dress.
Ben Abes, U. ofKentucky / Illustration by Matt
Hawkins, Kansas State U.
der had students put together a site with
content from his school of pharmacy class
on home medical testing kits. "We [had] 25
students working on the project," Lodder
says. "They are learning a lot about how the
Internet works behind the scenes."
Students at
BGSU found dif-
ferent uses for the
Internet on cam-
pus and in sur-
rounding towns.
BGSU journalism
professor Sam
Winch led a group
of 18 students who
spent a weekend
gathering informa-
tion for their sto-
ries - on such
topics as the use of
computers in a
small hardware
store to students
learning how to
play the guitar on
the Web.
"I thought it
might be a good
example of how
photo stories will be
told in the near future," Winch
says. "It seems to be the biggest growth area
in photojournalism."
Smolan says the project will conclude
with a permanent Web site, a book and a
CD-ROM.
me
Twenty-four Hours (http://www.
cyber24.com) relied on photojournalists
from around the world. They compiled sto-
ries from all five continents on Feb. 8
detailing the millions of uses for computer
technology today.
Students from across
the 50 states helped
the group docu-
ment how com-
puters are
changing their
lives and their
communities.
Smolan, a
world-
renowned pho-
tojournalist,
spearheaded the
project. He says
traveling around
the world and
documenting
different cultures
during the past
dozen years
made him a
natural to coordi-
nate the effort.
For students,
Smolan says, the
project was a chance
to carve their names on the walls of the dig-
ital cave. "What people saw on Feb. 8 was
simply the tip of the iceberg," he says.
Students from more than 100 colleges
and high schools, including the U. of Ken-
tucky and Bowling Green State U., Ohio,
contributed to 24 Hours.
U. of Kentucky professor Robert Lod-
Painting the
Digital Cave
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life is But
Dream
Jamie Malernee, U. of Florida /
Illustration by Brian Cano, U. of
California, Berkeley
tain things that can be very hurtful
and inflammatory that people
shouldn't be subjected to," says
Rosen, a member of the campus
Hillel, a Jewish organization.
"Anything highly extreme should
be censored."
Ramirez says flame mail should
not only be outlawed, bur offenders
should be required to take courses
in 'netiquette.
"The Internet is such an indis-
pensable tool," he says. "But when
you abuse the privilege of a universi-
ty account, it defeats the whole edu-
cational purpose."
programmer Craig Paul. "However,
we also support the right not to pro-
vide university facilities for it.
"In most cases, we will issue a
warning to the student, bur we can
also take away an account or send it
to judicial affairs."
David Day, a KU senior, says
he is surprised by the university's
policy.
"It's kind of ridiculous," he says.
"As far as free speech is concerned,
name-calling is protected. If it's not
a threat on someone's life, I don't
see the justification."
Shayna Rosen, a graduate stu-
dent at the U. of Houston, says she
disagrees.
"The Internet is so accessible to
so many people, and there are cer-"You feel violated, slapped and
offended," he says. "The blood
rushes from your toes to your
head, and you feel helpless.
But then realiry sets in,
and you get furious."
Ramirez says
the '90s cyber-
space boom
has created
an easy
outlet for
" f 1 arne
mail" and
hate-relat-
ed home
pages. He
considers
the m
examples
of igno-
rance
dis -
guised
in high-
t e c h
packaging
and says
originate from the
country's highest cen-
ters oflearning.
Sites like Skinheads USA and
Aryan Nations are among the many
home pages that preach messages of
hatred toward people based on race,
religion and sexual orientation.
Mark Weitzman, director of
New York's Simon Wiesenthal
Center, a nonprofit human rights
organization, says his organization
has monitored cyberspace for
three years and has seen the num-
ber of hate sites increase from 50
to 300. He says many extremists
use university systems because of
the liberal atmosphere associated
with colleges.
In response to increased flame
mail and hate pages, many universi-
ties are attempting to cleanse cyber-
hate from their systems.
"Kansas supports free speech,"
says U. of Kansas system support
ETC.
Web of Hate
W HEN HETTOR RAMIREZ,A junior at CaliforniaState U., Northridge,
opened his e-mail, what he saw
was like a hand reaching through
the screen and grabbing him by
the throat.
A hate message glowed on his
monitor.
Ramirez, program director of a
lesbian, gay and bisexual resource
center in Northridge, says he fre-
quently receives hate messages, bur
they still enrage him.
a
By Erica Vonderheid,
Ohio U. / Photo by Matt
Sullivan, Ohio U.
dents can float in an 8 foot by 4
foot tank for a mere $15 an hour.
Betsy McCormick, a grad student
at the U. of Toledo, Ohio, says float-
ing is like being in another world.
"Your body gets into a deep
relaxation state," she says. "It's like
an ~ur-of-body experience." "
It was unusual at first, says
Kevin Knowlton, a junior at OU_
who floated as part of a stress and
tension control class. He says he was
tense and didn't know what to do at
first, bur then he fell asleep.
Researchers say floating can pro-
duce the same effects as meditation
- such as low arousal and deep
relaxation - but more quickly. This
state of mellowness can be reached
in as few as four or five sessions.
REST also spells success for
stressed-our students.
Learning how to relax during final
exams can improve memory, atten-
tion and performance, says Thomas
Fine, associate professor of psychiatry
at the Medical College ofOhio.
Barbasz researched the basket-
ball and tennis teams in the Pacif-
ic 10 conference and found that
performance improves when play-
ers use REST. The Dallas Cow-
boys, five-time Super
Bowl champions,
have also used this
technique to enhance
their performance on
the playing field.
Bur not all people
benefit from flotation
therapy. Claustropho-
bics and people taking
drugs should not try
to float. A small per-
centage of floaters
might get anxious
while trying to relax,
Barbasz says.
However, ifyou like
small, enclosed spaces,
and you're not trip-
ping, try RESTing for
awhile. It might do the
body (and brain) good.
Whatever float. your boat.
OFFBEAT
"It produces profound relaxation
for most people," says Arreed Bar-
basz, professor of educational leader-
ship, counseling and psychology, and
director of the REST lab at Washing-
ton State U. Barbasz has done REST
research for more than 10 years,
including experiments on athletes.
Some participants say they
haven't experienced this kind of
peace since the womb, says Ernie
Randolfi, assistant professor of
health sciences at Ohio U. Randolfi
operates OU's REST lab, where stu-
Y OU HAVE TWO EXAMS, Ajob, a paper ro write andyour cat has the flu. Is it all
too much? Just take a REST.
Restricted Environment Stimu-
lation Therapy - or flotation - is
simply floating in eight to 10 inches
of warm salt water to relieve stress.
Several schools - like Washington
State U. and Ohio U. - are
researching flotation tanks for their
effects on relaxation. It's a tough
job, bur someone's gotta do it.
:::
.r.
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Coffee, Tea...
Dr Herbal
Ecstacy?
Clare Homan, U. of California, Davis /
Photo courtesy of U. of Illinois
a genderless orange that roots for
the Syracuse D. Orangemen, still
teeters on the verge of extinction for
being too nondescript.
But there are two sides to every
Otto, Illiniwek and Banana Slug
coin. Changes or proposed changes
are often met with protest by tradi-
tionalists supporting their favorite
non-PC mascots. Which just goes to
show that you can offend some of
the people some of the time ....
PC - raining on mascot parade?
wek is not the mascot of the Uni-
versity of Illinois," says Illinois
freshman Michael David Smith.
"Probably 95 percent of the stu-
dents at this university support
the chief."
And it's not just Native Ameri-
can mascots who are endangered.
The D. of California, Santa Cruz,
Sea Lion gave way to the Banana
Slug - a nondescript mascot
administrators say is more in line
with the school's principles of con-
templation, flexibility and nonag-
gressiveness. Poor beleaguered Otto,
IN-PlAY
The Name Game
"A group of Seminole Indians in
Oklahoma took exception to our
mascot," Burda says. "But they were
contacted by the Florida Seminole
tribe and received assurance that
everything was being done in the
best possible taste."
FSU continues to work with
the Seminole Indian nation of
Florida to ensure that the school's
mascot meets the nation's high
standards of authenticity and inof-
fensiveness.
"There was a time when it was
in vogue to look at mascots [for
political correctness]," Burda says.
"But no students protested our
games, and there was no need for a
student vote."
So far, FSD has weathered the
PC storm with mascot, logo and
tradition intact. But others have
fallen under the barrage of protests
- Marquette D., Wis., dropped
the controversial Warriors moniker
in favor of Golden Eagles. The
Eastern Michigan Hurons also
soared to new PC heights, renam-
ing themselves the Eagles, too.
Two years ago at St. John's U.,
N.Y., administrators deemed the
long-standing Redmen nickname
insensitive to Native Americans.
When they set out in search of a
kinder, gentler nickname, the St.
John's Red Storm was born.
"The university should be on
the forefront of what's right," says
Frank Recaniello, St. John's sports
information director. "We repre-
sent a large, multicultural popula-
tion, and it's not right to offend
anybody."
Of all mascots, the U. of Illinois'
Chief Illiniwek is possibly the most
embattled. The dancing, mythical
figure - complete with face paint,
headdress and other stereotypical
Indian regalia - remains under fire
after years of debate.
"I would be very surprised if I
ever see the day that Chief Illini-
R EMEMBER THE 1991World Series? Bob Burdacan't forget it.
Before the Atlanta Braves
even hit the field, Native Ameri-
cans launched a movement to
remove such nicknames from
professional and college sports
nationwide.
The politically correct inquisi-
tion had begun.
Burda, assistant sports informa-
tion director for the Florida State D.
Seminoles, recalls how the contro-
versyaffected his school.
By Adrianne Bee, Virginia Tech U. / illus-
tration courtesy ofGlobal Media Work
liked that a lot," a user on the
Cloud 9 Web site says. At 20 bucks
a pop for Cloud 9, washing your
hair with medicated dandruff sham-
poo might be more cost-effective.
"It's obvious why it's legal- the
effects are negligible," says a D. of
California, Davis, student. "The
only time I ever really felt it was
when I took twice the recommend-
ed dosage. It sort of felt like I was
stoned but wide awake."
Effects aside, are there any poten-
tial dangers to taking Herbal E?
"Not really," says a spokesperson at
Cloud 9's manufacturer, Advanced
Research 2000 in Redding, Calif.
"It's not something you want to
abuse, though. It is a stimulant."
"I took five tablets, almost half a
gallon ofwater, and maybe, maybe, I
got a little perkier from it," one
well-hydrated Cloud 9 user says.
"Mostly all I did was urinate a lot."
There's no guarantee you'll feel
anything, but if you're looking for a
tingly scalp or a good buzz, the choice
is yours. Take an herbal combo, slap
some Denorex on your head ·or fun-
nel espresso down your throat.
*The students quoted in this arti-
cle requested anonymity.
PUlSE
"I tried Herbal E once at a rave,"
says a student at the U. of Califor-
nia, Santa Cruz. * "I had lots of
energy, danced for many hours and
had a mild 'body high.' I was a bit
more sensitive than usual." He says
the herbal experience was compara-
ble to drinking 15 cups of coffee.
Most forms of natural high con-
tain ephedera from which the drug
ephedrine is extracted. Found in
expensive over-the-counter asthma
medication and alertness aids,
ephedrine speeds up the user's blood
pressure and heart rate and can
increase skin sensitivity.
"Every time I ran my fingers
through my hair, it plowed a path of
tingling sensations in my scalp. I
L EGAL HERBS AND HERBALextracts with names likeCloud 9, The Otiginal
Herbal X and Herbal Ecstacy are
.advertised as safe tickets to eupho-
ria. Promotions claim users may
experience warm sensations,
enhanced sensory perception and
increased energy and sexual
response. What do college students
say after popping the pills?
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BVGERI SAHN
U. OF MASSACHUSETIS, AMHERST
AND COLLEEN RUSH
AsSISTANT EDITOR
man, White is taking two classes a quarter at
UCLA and slowly but surely building on his sec-
ond year at the school.
College has been the best time of his life so far,
he says, but unlike Urkel, White seems to find class-
es an afterthought.
"I took an anthropology course - learning
about the evolution of humans - which is
garbage," he says. "My other class, a jazz class, well,
you could get some good sleep in there."
White lives in an apartment off-campus by him-
self, but when he's on campus, he says people fre-
quently recognize him.
"People usually don't approach me. They're
there to study," White says. "But there was one guy
who wanted to shake my hand while we were stand-
ing at the urinals."
White spends most of his extra time playing and
watching basketball. As a member of the UCLA
booster club, he never misses a game. And White's
love for sports, particularly basketball, has. influ-
enced his career.
''I'm working on a screenplay about basketball
from a dramatic standpoint," he says.
Sure. We can see it now. Urkel Meets the
Globetrotters.
Joey Lawrencephoto - Courtesy ofNBC Media Relations
Kellie Martin - Courtesy ofFeren Communications
Kenny Blank - Courtesy ofWarner Brothers Network
Geri Sahn is a superstar in her mom 5eyes, thank you very
much. Colleen Rush 5only claim to fame is standing in line
behind Penelope Ann Miller at the grocery store.
She's been an orphan, a brainy teen, a wrong-
ly accused juvenile delinquent, a schoolteacher
and a Polish-Catholic heroine, but Kellie Martin
has decided to take on the one role she's
dreamed of since freshman year in high school:
that of a Yalie.
Martin, best known as Becca' from the ABC
series Life Goes On, is a freshman art history major
at Yale U. She says her role as student is one of the.
toughest she's faced yet. The transition from on-
the-set high school tutors to the daily classroom
grind hasn't been easy.
"I don't even pretend to know what I'm
doing here," she says. "I try my hardest, and I
really feelli~~ I have to struggle to keep my head
above water.
Modesty runs deep in the TV veteran - she
seems more amazed with her fellow Yalies than with
her own resume.
''I'm in awe of everyone I meet here. There are
kids here who just blow my mind," she says.
But the actress turned collegian seems to be cop-
ing just fine. She credits her parents with keeping
her down-to-earth and preparing her for life outside
the Hollywood spotlight.
Martin insists that being a TV celebriry doesn't
give her special privileges or attention on campus.
"I've never had a person at Yale go ballistic
about meeting me," Martin says. "Here, it's really
just, as simpl~"as someone saying, 'That's cool.
You re on TV.
And life goes on....
Hollywood goes Yale?
He may be associated with the squeaky, clumsy, .
dweeby kid next door on Family Matters, but if you
see Jaleel White strutting around campus at UCLA ,
don't ask him to do an Urkel impression.
"If I'm on a date and the woman asks me to
[imitate Urkel] and say, 'Did I do that?' the date is
over," says the film and television major.
Although his career prevents him from taking
on a full-time schedule and he's considered a fresh-
Since Blank doesn't live on campus, he spends
little time there. But when he is there, Blank says he
tries to make his presence low key - even though
the audience that would recognize him is on the ele-
mentary - not college - level.
Blank says the general audience would think he
was a geek because he enjoys spending his extra time
working. Besides acting, Blank is a keyboard player,
drummer, guitarist, composer and singer.
''I'm a workaholic," he says. "Instead of socializ-
ing, I like to write a piece of music or work on the
computer. My social life is the show."
Fill in the Blank
He's not an airhead, but he played one on TV.
He's known for that trademark "Whoa!" He's Joey
Lawrence, and he's more than a buff actor with a
string of sitcoms like Gimme A Break and Blossom
under his belt. He's a student.
No really. He is.
Lawrence, a sophomore at the U. of Southern
California, is balancing his time between working
on his new sitcom Brotherly Love and studying as a
full-time student.
Although he hasn't declared a major yet,
Lawrence is dabbling in a range of subjects, includ-
ing a few film and television courses.
"I really liked my Shakespeare lit class,"
Lawrence says, "But my psychology class was the
worst and most complicated. I'm not sure if I'm
really going to use it after I graduate."
Lawrence may be a household name for the
teeny-bopper crowd, but he says his fame doesn't
make it difficult to be a regular student.
"Fortunately, now I'm older and that fan thing
is over," he says. "The students in my class are cool.
There's no competition, and sometimes they ask me
questions because a lot of what we are learning is
second nature to me."
But being a celebrity student has its down-
side. Lawrence learned a little classroom eti-
quette the hard way when he went on The
Tonight Show and mentioned the name of a
tough professor he had. During the next class
session, the professor stopped the lecture and
asked Lawrence - in front of the 300-plus
crowd - to refrain from mentioning him on
national TV in the future. Whoa.
His name might not spark recognition, but his
resume is far from blank. Appearing in Joe Pesci's
The Super and Eddie Murphy's Boomerang, and cur-
rently starring in the sitcom The Parent 'Hood, Kenny
Blank is living the dual life ofcelebrity and student.
As a freshman film major - and future film-
maker hopeful - Blank takes two classes a semester
at USC and says that balancing work and school is
quite a chore.
"I like [my classes], but going to school- I mean
physically getting there - is a problem," Blank says.
HAT'S FAMOUS, USUALLY INTEL-
ligent and in college with no
student loans? The luckiest
person alive? No, silly, it's
celebrity students! You've seen
'em on TV; but now you'll see the dif-
ferent, deeper side of the few, the
proud, the educated mini-legion of
student stars.
All that
and
brains
too
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Kathryn Phillips, U. of Iowa
nly way these men
think rape will stop is if
signals are crystal clear,
says Chris Pena, a senior at
the U. of Houston. "There
needs to be a verbal agree-
ment," Pena says. "Even if
it's just a quick 'Do you
want to - yes,' or 'Do you
want to - no.'"
Kathryn Philips, Viewpoints editor at The Daily Iowan,
dedicates this story to Spencer, ftr giving her her muse.
"When they were finished,
they threw my clothes at me."
Jamie was a freshman when she got really drunk
and left a dance parry at Augustana College, Ill.,
with two men. She was invited to go back to a
smaller parry at their friend's dorm.
"Since there were two of them, I felt secure," she
says. "But when we got to their friend's room, they
started taking my clothes off. One put me on the bed
and started having sex with me. I said, 'Hold it, stop,
wait... .' They changed places a lot. When they were
finished, they threw my clothes at me and drove me
back to the [parry]. I never saw them again."
Rapes that involve more than one attacker make
up 16 percent of committed rapes and 10 percent of
attempted rapes. Jamie, now a sophomore, talks
about her experience openly and graphically.
"It is important to me that people know," she says.
"Women impose this cloak of silence on them-
selves, a silence that society reinforces, and it lets
men do this to them. I'm not ashamed. I say I'm a
victim because those people did it to me. It has
nothing to do with me."
*Last names have been withheld.
,
"I felt it was my fault."
As a sophomore at Ohio U., Katie was raped by
a basketball player who had been reported for
assaulting another woman one year before.
"It wasn't a big fight," she says. "I said no. He
started to take my clothes off. I didn't struggle. I
just lay there. I finally realized what he was doing to
me. I said no, take it out. He didn't. I didn't fight
him, and that's what makes me angry."
Katie, now a junior at the U. of Cincinnati,
chose to leave OU rather than press charges. She
was confused and ashamed, and she felt guilry for
being raped because she had been drinking.
"I felt it was my fault because I was drunk and I
should've known better. I asked myself why I didn't
do anything, why I let it happen."
Alcohol influences 75 percent of male aggres-
sors, and 55 percent of women involved in rapes
are reported to have used alcohol or other drugs
before the attack. Although drinking may lead to
sex in some instances, Fraser-Vaselakos says using
drunkenness to blame women for being raped is
demeaning to men.
"Using drinking as an excuse is treating men
like idiots," she says. "[Rape] isn't a reflex. It's not
like hitting a knee with a rubber hammer. Saying
that a woman who is drunk is responsible implies
the poor guy had nothing better, no other choice,
than to rape her. In fact, many men can be with a
woman in that situation and they don't make the
decision to rape."
Most rapes are committed by
someone the victim knows.
minutes, and they took the same bus back to campus.
"I went home and went straight to bed. I felt
like I had just run a marathon, but I wasn't sweat-
ing and I wasn't breathing hard. I was just extreme-
ly tired. I knew I had been wronged."
The man warned her not to tell, but unlike the
majoriry of victims, Rebecca filed attempted rape
charges against her assailant and won.
Of the 500,000 women who report rape and
attempted rape every year, only 16 percent of
women report it to police, and even fewer press
charges. Over 80 percent know their attackers.
Many rapes occur on college campuses because stu-
dents are at a prime dating age. But as reported
rapes increase, the number
of women prosecuting their
assailants remains propor-
tionately low.
"Most women don't
press charges because they
don't want to embarrass
their families, or they think
it's their own fault," says
M. Denise Fraser- Vase-
lakos, a clinical psychologist
and expert on women's
issues. "If someone were to
break into a woman's apart-
ment and burglarize it, she
wouldn't be embarrassed to
file charges. But the prose-
cution rate is so poor [for
rape trials]. It takes too
much to get through it."
BY KATHRYN PHILLIPS
U. OF IOWA
PHOTO BY EDWARD MARAVILLA,
CALIFORNIA STATE U., CHICO
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'believed~
By Colleen Rush, Assistant Editor
But Rebecca found out tace couldn't protect
her. She was sexually assaulted during finals week by
a man she trusted, a teaching assistant she volun-
teered with at the UI International Center.
"I knew I had been wronged."
"I always thought they jumped you on the street,"
Rebecca says. "He just invited me over at noon for
lunch. Once the door closed, he totally changed. He
said I knew it was coming. I didn't. It was crazy."
The man pinned her down on the floor, and
Rebecca struggled and pleaded with him to stop.
Before he got her skirr off, she escaped and locked her-
self in the bathroom. The man calmed down after 45
On the street, users call the little white pills "roofies." On campus, they're
calling it the forgetting pill, or, quite simply, the date rape drug of choice.
The drug, Rohypnol, is described as asedative 10 times more powerful than Val-
ium, and reports of its use in sexual battery cases are popping up across the South.
Victims reportedly ingest the pill unknowingly - usually dissolved in a drink - and
experience anything from nausea and dizziness to complete memory loss.
Roofies sedate users quickly - within 15 to 30 minutes of ingestion - and last
about eight hours. Perhaps the greatest danger the drug poses is the temporary
amnesia for most of the sedation period. Law enforcement officers say afuzzy or
nonexistent memory of asexual encounter is difficult, if not impossible, to prosecute.
Although it is not approved for use in the United States, Rohypnol is a legal pre-
scription drug in parts of Europe and Latin America. Illegal use of the drug was first
reported in Florida in 1994, but sexual assault cases involving the pill are springing
up in southern California, as well.
EBECCA* NEVER THOUGHT OF
herself as a statistic. As a U. of
Iowa sophomore, she saw the
campus signs. Splashed in bright
pink, they warned the largest
group of potential rape victims -
women between the age of 16 and 24
- that every 1.3 seconds, a woman in
America is raped.
"1 switched the signs around and
read only 'American women,'" Rebecca,
now a junior, says. "1 thought it couldn't
happen to me because I'm Mrican."
.The Date Rape Drug
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Just don't cram
"Don't force things into your head,"
says Franklin Benjamin, a sophomore at
Polytechnic D. in New York.
Even self-professed crammer Mary
Motley, a Lamar D., Texas, junior, is
hesitant to extol the virtues of cram-
ming. "When you cram, you pile
everything you have learned for a sig-
nificant amount of time into your lit-
tle old brain, which can only process
so much of it," Motley says. "Learning
takes time. You should allow your
brain a substantial amount of time to
process what it takes in."
She recommends Alert for those
times when fake energy seems absolute-
ly necessary. Coke and will power are
two of her other favorite aids.
Time is the key to success for Erik
Brooks, a Marquette D. junior.
"I usually start studying a week
before," Brooks says. "That way I can
catch up on any missed readings and
go through my class notes. I couldn't
stay up all night. I'd probably die."
Motley says pulling all-nighters is
not particularly effective or healthy.
"Read on a regular basis," she says.
"When the real deal comes, it won't
stress you out, and you'll never have to
use the word 'cram' again."
Oh, is that all there is to it? And
we thought salt-water gargling was
the trick.
Raven Hill a sophomore at the U ofIllinois,
says she stoo tired to have a hobby. But she
does like to shop.
campus. "The coffee, espresso, Pepsi and Mountain
Dew disappear."
In addition, Smith says, students' days seem to
start earlier and end later during finals week. "They
crave caffeine to keep them going."
Gates-Wieneke doesn't fully endorse the caffeine
rush. She says a habitual coffee drinker may need
two to three cups for that late-night jolt.
"There are no real problems with short-term use,"
she says. "But if you continue to use caffeine as a
stimulant, your body will adapt to that level, and you
will need more and more to achieve the same effect.
Although coffee can keep you more alert,
Gates-Wieneke says, you probably won't do your
best on tests.
Other artificial stimulants, like Vivarin and No-
Doze, often need to be counteracted with sleeping
pills, she says. "It's not good for the body to be arti-
ficially pumped up." Common effects of such use
include nausea, irregular heartbeat and short-term
memory loss. Yeah, like that's exactly what you
need at test time.
There must be an easier way. For starters,
those of the studious persuasion have found that
test performance increases dramatically after
basic test preparation.
Did somebody say "coffee'?"
"Caffeine is an early-morning and late-night
must for students during finals week," says Garen
Smith, owner of Bagelman's, a bagel and gourmet
coffee shop just a yawn away from the D. of Illinois
BUdget your time
Advance preparation is the most recommended
method of avoiding all-nighters. Nonetheless,
experts say students hit the same pitfall every semes-
ter - believing they will feel good enough to per-
form well on the exam after studying all night.
"You expect the work to pile up during finals
week, but if you use your time wisely, it won't be as
bad," says Peggy Gates-Wieneke, fitness coordinator
for a D. of Illinois fitness center.
However, if late-night cram sessions are-
unavoidable, 'there are ways to stay alert.
Oberlin College, Ohio, junior Andrea Hargrave
discovered midnight aerobics classes during finals week
last year. "I saw people running around the block
between 1 and 5 a.m.," she says. Guess it's never too
early to get the old blood pumping during finals week.
Gates-Wieneke says exercising is an excellent
stimulant. "You can feel more energized after exer-
cising than after drinking a cup of coffee," she says.
BY RAVEN HILL
U. OF ILLINOIS
PHOTOS BY JOHN Cox, EASTERN ILLINOIS U.
You'll pay the
next day
All-nighters are often necessary Late-night cramming•••
during finals week. Although it's cer-
tainly not the preferred method of
exam preparation, it happens. By that
point, you've made your bed, but you
won't be able to sleep in it with all
that cramming left to do. If you do
go this route, getting through the
next day is vital.
Jolita Anderson, a sophomore at
Iowa State u., stayed up all night study-
ing once - only to fall asleep during
the exam. She remembers getting to
No.5, and then everything went dark.
"When I woke up, the time was
almost up, and I had to fill in every-
thing," she says. Needless to say, she
didn't do well on the test. But an
unsympathetic professor did gener-
ously offer to wake her up if she ever
fell asleep again. •••can leave you dead tired.
ICTDRE IT: THE NIGHT BEFORE
finals. The clock flashes 3:42
a.m. Three chapters left to read
before your 9 a.m. test. Placing
your trust in Coke and high-
lighters, you turn the page. Surely you
can grasp in one night the concepts
that eluded you all semester. Mter all,
it's only... 3:45 a.m.
For Iowa State U. junior David
Humphrey, a similar scenario
became his own personal hell last
semester. Humphrey dozed off at
about 4 a.m. while watching the end
of a Harrison Ford movie for a 7:30
a.m. English final.
Had a friend not come to
wake him at 9 a.m., he
would have missed the
entire test. "I had roughly
30 minutes to finish a two-
hour exam," he says. His
professor gave him an extra
half hour to write his essay,
but Humphrey says he still
fel t rushed.
Last-
minute
studying
keeps
students
up all
night
A sophomore
at Iowa State
U. stayed up
all night
studying-
only to/all
asleep during
the exam.
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HRIS BALLEW NEEDS
his beauty rest. He
didn't get it on the
tour bus. ''I'm in one
of those moods
where my hands are for-
eign objects, and I'm
knocking things over," says
the lead singer and gui-
tarist for the Presidents of
the United States of Amer~
ica. "Gravity is my enemy."
Catching up with the Presidents
on the first leg of their spring tour
was easy. Keeping the singer awake
wasn't. The overnight trip from San
Francisco to Los Angeles was a little
tough for Ballew because he didn't
sleep a wink. But on this day, he
was committed - shackled - to a
full afternoon of media blitz.
Ballew sat at an over-dressed
round table in the dining room of
the Hollywood Fr.anklin Hotel.
Technically, it was high noon. But
it clearly felt like 4 a.m. to Ballew.
The interview -stalled while the
Columbia Records rep rounded up
the rest of the trio.
Ballew winced when drummer
Jason Finn - who slept like a baby
to the hum of the diesel engine -
showed up for the interview bright-
eyed and bushy-haired.
And when Dave Dederer, the
bass guitarist, and Craig Mont-
gomery, the road manager, also
checked in with a full night of sleep,
Ballew was completely annoyed.
"I guess everyone else slept great,
which makes me feel even better,"
Ballew says sarcastically. 'Til have
Jason clock me in the face right
before 1 go to sleep [next time]. He
just has a six-pack and then wakes
up feeling fine."
Un-glam rock
This mellow yet mildly peeved
attitude isn't what you'd expect
from a guy who
makes a mint
singing about ani-
mals and fruit in a
super-charged stage
show. But the truth
is he's just a regular
guy. All three of the
Presidents are just
regular guys with a
knack for playing
the most gleeful rock out there.
Known for wacky songs
like "Kitty," "Lump," "Boll
Weevil" and "Peaches"
and lyrics that make you
tongue-tied, the Presi-
dents have taken the
United States by storm
with their oddly
equipped band.
Ballew plays a
two-string guitar,
Dederer wails on a
three-string bass and
Jason Finn's drum kit
is a little sparse with
lO-inch splash cymbals
instead of the tradition-
al 16- or IS-inch rock
crashes. But it's all
part of their playful-
ness as entertainers.
This Seattle trio
has broken out of the grunge mold
with its off-beat frolic rock and has
kicked the notion that you have to
be angst-ridden to write good music.
Columbia nabbed these guys
after hearing their self-titled debut
album, recorded by PopLlama.
Without delay, Columbia signed
them, remastered the album and has
since sold more than 2 million
copies. At press time, they were on
Billboardstop 10 list.
The name game
Primary this, State of the Union
that. So it's an election year. That's
not their fault. The political references
when writing or talking about the
Presidents are tireless. Was, it on pur-
pose? Was it a big marketing scheme?
A flirratious gesture ofpatriotism?
Nah. They're just regular guys.
Waking up
with the
Presidents
of the United
States
of America
BY TRICIA LAINE
AsSISTANT EDITOR
"It doesn't have anything to do
with what we think about or who
we are," Ballew says. "Which is kind
ofstupid on our part."
Finn grimaces at talk of the par-
allels. "It's kind of sad that this is
an election year as far as our notori-
ety goes," he says. "It's just this
long name. It's totally
stupid."
But that ridicu-
lously clunky name
played a big part in
getting them a gig to
play for President
Clinton in 1994. And
that's nothing to
scoff at - unless
you're like Deder-
er, who's scoffing.
"We do every-
thing democratically, and
there's dissent among
the ranks about the
merit of exploiting
the name," Ballew
says when Dederer's
not around to defend
his position.
Poorly planned, maybe.
But brilliantly executed for
a band that ends most of
its shows with a rendition
of "We're Not Going to
Make It" - a song about failing as
a rock band.
Star struck
"Everybody wants to be naked
and famous," or so one of their
songs goes. But did they really
expect to reach the kind of fame
they're relishing now?
Before the question is fully
asked, Ballew interrupts with: "No,
no, no, ah nope, no ... " as if the
mere idea is absurd.
"It's kind of a double-edged
sword," he says. "I always thought
that a combination of people would
just kind of come along, and it
would work. It was like a patience
thing - just waiting."
Ballew and Dederer have known
each other since their junior high
days in Seattle but didn't play
together until after high school. And
then they only paired up when they
were home visiting from college -
Ballew from the State University of
New York at Purchase and Dederer
from Brown U. in Rhode Island.
Eventually they both ended up
back in Seattle, where they formed the
Presidents. Finn joined them from
Love Battery - a popular Seattle
band he played with for seven years.
"My parents are delirious, actually
- with relief, 1 think," Finn says of
his family's support for his music
career. He mimics their attitude -
past and present: '''Well OK, if you're
sure you want to do that. We're
behind you.' Now it's like, 'YES!'"
Stage bright
"Like Pontiac, we build excite-
ment," Dederer says about the
band's main goal - to entertain.
"I think right now performing is
my favorite," Dederer says. Although
he professes a love of being holed up
alone with his guitar, he's still a stage
man. And he shares the stage with two
other hams - even Finn can be seen
grinning at the audience from behind
the smaller-than-usual drum set.
The Presidents play with the
crowd, sing with the crowd, do their
own renditions of cover songs like
the Buggies' "Video Killed the
Radio Star" and even throw in some
Van Halen-esque, arena-rock songs
- just for fun.
"You can go up on stage and be
insane," Ballew says.
A true lover of fun, Ballew is
always innovating ideas for enter-
taining. "[My wife] is going to make
me a strap-on mohawk for a couple
of songs." It'll be worn like a bicycle
helmet, he says. "I can't wait to get
my hands on it."
If you've seen them live, you
know they put on an intensely fun
show. And the whole time, they're
just regular guys.
Tricia Laine, an assistant editor at U.
Magazine, wants her own strap-on hairdo
Photos courtesy ofColumbia Records
The Presidents are feather pluckn good. 66We~re just some guys~nsays Chris Ballew.
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Each month, asst. editors Rob, Col, Shad
and Tricia listen to lots of lousy CDs just
to find you a few gems like these.
waves on your long board. Others, like
"Fugitive" and. "Fear," will have you
craving Octopussy for dinner.
Cindy Lee Berryhill
Straight Outta Marysville
Cargo
Cindy Lee puts forth a charming
blend of clever lyrics about life struggles
and tight acoustic jams that will make
anyone say, "Yeah, I've had days like
that." Her sound is like Alanis
unplugged, without the uptight edge.
The wry sense of humor implied in the
album's title is peppered into almost
every track, but you have to be on the
lookout for it.
VI
OR6ANK
Chart based solely on college radio air play. Comriburing
radio srarions: KNED, Norrheasr Missouri Stare D.;
KNSD, Nicholls Stare D.; KRND, D. of Nebraska, Lin-
coln; KTRD, Rice D., Texas; KDOM, U. of Minnesota;
KWVA, U. of Oregon; WFAL, Bowling Green State D.;
WRAS, Georgia Srare D., WSBD, Sainr Bonavenrure D.;
WXJM,James Madison D.
The U. Radio Chart is sponsored by
It's all music all the time on U.'s music page:
http://www.umagazine.com
StarMaps,lnterscope
3. Clbo Matto, Viva La Woman, Warner Bros.
4. Frank Black, CultofRay, American
5. Grifters, Ain'tMy Lookout, SUb Pop
8. Afghan Whigs, Hanley's Ladder, Elektra
7. The Spinanes, Strand, Sub Pop
B. Cardigans, Life, Minty Fresh
9. Butterglory, Are You Building a
Temple in Heaven?, Merge
10. Silkworm, Fire Water, Matador
lunacy. When inspired,
they're fearless, funny
and unspeakably,
unknowably weird.
When they're not so
inspired, they tend to
come off as a bunch of
demented, acid-head
maniacs, which they are.
Electric Larryland,
the band's sophomore release for major label Capi-
tol (and 13th overall), finds the band mostly
inspired once again. Much of the Surfers' appeal
depends on how far you're willing to follow them
into their twisted world of drugs, weird sex, hard-
core guitars, stupid in-jokes and anatomical fetishes.
"L.A." is a full-bore rocker and probably the best
song on the album. "Let's Talk About Cars," on the
other hand, features a monotonous backing track
and a six-minute conversation in French. It's testa-
ment to the Surfers' durability that they haven't run
out of weird ideas yet ("The Lord is a Monkey" is
deeply rwisted and truly sick. You'll love it). Electric
Larryland suggests they're going to be creeping us
out for years to come.
punk-inspired fast guitar pop, then the
name works. That's exactly what Rub-
bing is. Linda Hopper promises to leave
her name right alongside the many other
successful frontwomen of late. Hopper's
huskily sung and deeply personal lyrics
team with the nonstop guitar force to
offer a solid effort from this two-guy,
two-chick quartet.
Laika & the
Cosmonauts
Zero GraVity
Upstart
Hovering somewhere between Gid-
get and 007, Zero Gravity is instrumental
go-go juice for the retro set. Although
some tracks on this fab CD sound like
Muzak (read: kitschy), "Baja" and
"Surfs You Right" will make you wanna
smear Zinka on your nose and hit the
Goodie Mob
Soul Food
BMG/LaFace Records
***
The debut album
from Atlanta's latest Big
New Thing kicks off
with the neo-gospel
"Free" and the lyrically
dense "Thought
Process," two tracks so
unexpected and arrest-
ing that they make you
wonder if you put the
right CD in the player - major label rap these days
doesn't exactly inspire confidence. But sure enough,
Goodie Mob are the real deal and one of the most
promising voices in hip-hop to drop this year.
On "Dirty South," one of Soul Food's standout
tracks, Goodie Mob spin a lengthy and unflinch-
ing tale of hustling "back in the day" on Atlanta's
mean streets. While the story's nothing new, the
song reveals a staunch descriptive style, one that
carries through most of the album. Soul Food is
packed with dexterous rhymes and engaging sto-
ries, and these four MCs can hold their own
against anyone making records right now. The
beats, on the other hand, are almost uniformly
weak, and that's going to keep Goodie Mob from
really blowing up. Still, another album, another
producer, and who knows?
Butthole Surfers
Electric Larryland
Capitol
***
The Butthole Surfers have always walked the
thin line between inspired lunacy and just plain
that kicked ass like no one since Hank Williams.
Sadly, booze and drugs got the best of Earle (as they
did Williams), and he spiraled into irrelevance,
poverty and finally rehab.
Back and purportedly clean, Earle makes a
strong case for himself with I Feel Alright. Although
occasionally tentative, the album proves the und~ni­
ability of Earle's raw talent. On "Valentine's Day,"
for example, he takes country's oldest "cheatin'
heart" template and makes it interesting one last
time. The back-to-back pairing of "The Untepen-
tant" and "CCKMP" finds Earle raging against his
demons, chemical and otherwise, through hard rock
and old-school countty, respectively. If you've never
liked country music, Steve Earle is your man. He's
never liked countty music either - at least the kind
of anemic "new country" that's been boring us all
silly for 10 years. Check him out.
bly find the one-hit wonder Poison and
their one hit, "Talk Dirty To Me"?
Betty
Limboland
Intersound
The three lovely ladies of Betty (none
actually named Betty) have put together
a poppy, dance-friendly mix. They effort-
lessly harmonize their way through Lim-
boland, which runs the gamut from
breathy ballad to dynamic dance. From
heartaches to heart attack. It's kind of
like Betty ran into Wilson Phillips one day
and decided to kick their ass, steal their
sound, make it hip and leave the out-of-
touch trio in a pile of Betty rubble..
Magnapop
Rubbing Doesn't Help
Priority
If Magnapop conjures images of
Rating
System
***** Lake
Titicaca
**** Lake
Michigan
*** Great
Salt Lake
** Lake
Havasu
* RickiLake
Various
Artists
Youth Gone
Wild: Heavy
Metal Hits
of the BOs
Rhino
Pour your-
self into those neon leopard-skin pants.
Spackle on the fuchsia eye makeup.
Wag your tongue with a crudely seduc-
tive flicker. Thrash your teased-to-the-
limit head of hair until it hurts. Crank up
that bitchin' stereo system, and prepare
yourself for the ultimate '80s metal com-
pilation. Where else - besides the
crusty used-tape bin - could you possi-
Our Picks
Paul
Westerberg
Eventually
Reprise
***\--2
For a few shining
moments in the early
'90s, Steve Earle made
country dangerous
again. His full frontal
assault on Nashville's homogeneity peaked with the
insanely great Guitar Town album, an unholy
alliance of traditional country and outlaw hard rock
Steve Earle
I Feel Alright
WamerBros.
****
If Bruce Springsteen
is the Boss, then Paul
Westerberg is the Bard
- a dusty, road-weary
troubadour with a knap-
sack full of stories and
songs for your consider-
ation. Westerberg writes the kind of music you take
personally - these are the songs you'll be singing
into your beer after your 19th nervous breakdown.
Eventually opens with "These Are The Days," a
sterling example of Westerberg's post-Replacements
pop sensibilities. In the vein of his work for the Sin-
gles soundtrack, this and a handful of other power-,
pop gems on Eventually are Westerberg's trump
cards. The man can still put a lump in your throat,
though - check "Hide and Seekin'," a sadly beau-
riful ballad about growing old alone, and the ocean-
ic closing track, "Time Flies Tomorrow."
Westerberg is less successful with the conspicu-
ously harder rock songs - "You've Had It With
You" comes across a bit forced and pretty much
recycles the "Down Love" guitar riff from his last
album. Even ifhe's lost a step on the rockers, West-
erberg's voice is only getting better with age, and his
wry word play has never been stronger.
from "music
a wang to it"?
Comprising "six dumb
white males, one volup-
tuous white female and a
drummer," Pain
provide pleasure by laying
down agroove and expand-
ing horizons.
name means pain
in a derisive, elementary
school sense, like when
someone kicks you in the
lunchroom and you lose
your milk," bassist Mark
Milewicz says.
Musically and lyrically,
Pain evolved outofa love for
the melodic music
groups such as Oi09I
The
Pocket
Band
Tony Ware, U. ofAlabama.
music an
'so
During the past year,
, Pain have been recording in
Montgomery's Zero Return
Studios for their second CD,
Midgets With Guns, which
was released in April.
However, Pain wouldn't
mind moving to the majors
as long as no one tells them
what to do. Milewicz says
they could do away with
"lots of stupid paperwork
and high phone bills." What
aPain in the neck.
For info on Pain and
tour dates: http://www.
indieweb.com/pain/
Goggins Records, P.O.
Box 2112, U. ofAlabama,
Tuscaloosa, AL 35486
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DeadMan
If someone described a
movie as an eerie, black-
and-white, psychedelic
"western" about a guy
traveling west who's dying
because he's got a bullet
in his heart, what would
you say?
Um, cool?
The someone is Jim
Jarmusch, writer and direc-
tor of movies like NightOn
Earth and Down By Law,
and he doesn't sound
enthused about answering
questions about his new
movie, Dead Man. So we
stick to the basics.
Dead Man stars John-
ny Depp as William Blake,
the doomed traveler who
hooks up with an unlikely
companion along the way
,.... an outcast Native
American who mistakes
Blake for the late, great
English poet.
Part tragic, part comic,
the movie follows Blake
and Nobody, the Blake (the
poet)-quoting companion,
through circumstances
that transform their rela-
tionship with themselves,
their surroundings and
their world.
But for those of us
used to seeing Depp in
cheese mode (Don Juan
DeMarco) and nut mode
(Edward Scissorhands),
the cross-over to pensive
youth gone awry might
sound like a stretch. On
second thought, could it be
art imitating life?
Screen
Saver
Touchstone Pictures
Last Dance
Stop me if you've
heard this one. The
cocky young lawyer
(Rob Morrow, TV's
Northern Exposure) tries
to save the drop-dead-
gorgeous death row
inmate? Urn, maybe nor. Sharon Stone plays Cindy
Liggett, the woman on death row. They fall in love
(shocker) and wait for the clemency board to
decide their fate.
Kingpin
MGM
Roy Munson's
bowling career is in the
gutter thanks to the
sleazy bowling huck-
ster Ernie McCracken
(Bill Murray). Bur a strike is around the corner
when he latches on to Ishmael (Randy Quaid), a
bowling prodigy from the backwoods of Pennsyl-
vania. Munson (Woody Harrelson) thinks he's
got his ticket back to the bowling lane, and the
two con their way to Nevada for the big bowling
tournament.
~rb~i~9,nAIi~'~·~extme.!Itloat·
SirigftOIIlAVe,yBradySeque( ill th~retl;O ...ftink,lacky-ass polyester
get-u~sthat havernadlftl1eBrady era QneQUhe",oSl Villll~lIyoffensive.
"I don'tlikethefabric or the Buck Rogers tightness," s!lYs Christopher Daniel
Barl1es, the less bushy version of Greg in his open shirt/bare chest days.
!t's hard not to f~I··~ little strange sitting ina Paramount Studios.restaurant with
the kids from the upcoming sequel. They're still in costume, al1d after awhile, it's diffi-
cult - if not impossible - to remelllber what the original Bradys looked like. Spooky.
Anyway, this Brady sequel finally answers the question we've all been asking our-
selves: How does Carol get her hair to flip like that? Oh, and who fathered the three lovely
girls? The sudden reappearance of the girls' (gasp) rea/father, Carol's long-lost husband
(Tim Matheson, Anima/ House), is at the center of this story about a family named Brady.
But, like the first movie, the story has that same '70s-freak-family-stuck-in-the-
'90s spin on the original TV series. You can count on the movie cramming at least 10
different episodes into the main story line.
But we stillwanna knollV... where the hell is Tiger?
Last Man
Standing
New Line Cinema
Pssst! Have you heard? U.'s web site now has movie
news and gossip: http://www.umagazine.com
John Smith wants to
clean house. He's not
happy with what the
mob has done with
Chicago's decor, and he wants to take 'em out. The
renegade gun for hire (Bruce Willis) sells his services
to two families of Irish mobsters in a daring attempt
to restore the 'hood back to its original splendor.
Can you say double-cross ala Pulp Fiction?
bring you this spoof on the teacher-who-cares genre.
Richard C. Clark Oon Lovitz) is the teacher-who-
cares who braves the tough inner-ciry school. How
tough is it? Man, this school is so tough, it's got its
own cemetery.
TriStar Pictures
George Malley Oohn
Travolta) isn't pissed,
bur his neighbors are.
He went and got him-
self all smarted up when he done got struck by a
white light on his birfday. Now Mr. Smarry Pants is
a world-renowned genius, but the locals don't take
kindly to his newfound brain, and they turn their
backs on him. Buncha meanies.
High School High
TriStar Pictures
The Fan
Striptease
Castle Rock
The Craft
Phenom-
enon
Only the creators of the Naked Gun series could
TriStar Pictures
Multiplicity
Columbia Pictures
Touchstone Pictures
Gil Renard (Robert
De Niro) is having a
bad inning in life. His
super-fave baseball
celebrity, Bobby Ray-
burn (Wesley Snipes), has taken a nose dive in the
popularity charts, and Gil will have none of that.
The obsessed fan will stop at nothing - including
(gasp) murder - to reshine the star's reputation.
De Niro a crazed lunatic stalking his idol? C'mon.
Who'll believe that?
Doug Kinney
(Michael Keaton) is
pissed. He's being
pulled in every direction
- family, work, social,
personal - so he clones himself. Now he's twice
the man with twice the trouble. Andie McDowell
plays the lucky wife. So, is it cheating if she sleeps
with one, then... ?
list with the names of top undercover agents in the
world, nail a former Russian spy selling secret info,
get the babe and, oh yeah, save the world.
Paramount Pictures
VERYBODY'S SO ANGRY THESE
days. People are casting spells,
getting revenge, stalking celebri-
ties and stripping for a lousy
buck. What's wrong with kids
today? Where did we go wrong? Can't
we all just get along? You know...
smile on your brother? Try to love one
another right now?
The Rock
Hollywood Pictures
Brigadier General Francis X. Hummel (Ed Har-
ris) is pissed. And it's not because he has a funny
name. He's a military hero, and he wants revenge
for the men who died in a covert operation under
his command. So he's taken control of Alcatraz,
grabbed a few hostages and is threatening to bomb
San Francisco with poisonous gas. Pop quiz, wise
guys. Whaddya do? Call in Nicolas Cage and Sean
Connery, of course.
BY COLLEEN RUSH
Mission:
Impossible
Spies and interna-
tional secrets. Babes and
corrupt agents. It
sounds like a job for
007, but hold your
secret holster. This rescue mission calls for someone
with a little less finesse and more muscle. Enter
Tom Cruise and his impossible mission: recover a
Indepen-
dence Day
20th Century Fox
Plan on more than
fireworks this Fourth of
July. Plan on total anni-
hilation. We're talking
. mass destruction and mayhem. When weird, pre-
apocalyptic stuff starts happening, an unlikely group
- Will Smith (TV's The Fresh Prince of Bel-Air),
Bill Pullman (While You Were SLeeping) and Jeff
Goldblum Uurassic Park) - unites to fight the
freaky forces that are destroying the world.
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TRAVEL
MONEY MAKING
OPPORTUNITIES
INTERNET SITES
THE CATHERINC
WWW.TAI(EME.COM
NANNY SERVICES
IT'S THE INTERNET FOR COLLEGE!
STUDY ABROAD in Southern France. Sum-
mer, Semester, Year Programs. Contact FAE
111 Roberts Court, Alexandria, VA 22314,
703-549-5087
EARN BIG MONEY in 90 days with this multi-
level program. Send $1.00 with SASE to Pro-
gram, 4401 Scenic Drive, Nashville, TN 37204
BOSTON NANNIES. Experience scenic, historic
New England. Excellent salary, benefits, friend-
ship support. Year commitment. 1-800-456-2669
. .,
1-800-4-SUMR-JOB! STUDENTS NEEDED!!
CRUISE SHIPS-$$$+ TRAVEL! ALASKA JOBS-
EARN TO $4000/MO! VACATION RESORTS
/THEME PARKS - UP TO $15/HR! AIR
COURIER JOBS - FLY DIRT CHEAP! CALL
TODAY! ASK FOR ext. 2001. PROG.
Join Degrees of Freedom Travel in summer
adventure trips. Amazon and Inca Trail Peru
Trek. Bike/Hostel across Ireland. degfree-
dom@aol.com / (800) 421-2334
com
Some people would
payanything toget
into multimedia.
But for you, it's just $99.
AITENTIUN ALL I;OLLEGE STUDENTSt
Over $6 Billion in FREE Financial Aid is now
available from private sector grants &
scholarshiJ?S. All students are eligible re~ardless
r~~~~~{o~~~~iS~~g:~F\~~~~~11Ser~~~~~~
i CVTc..o,~.. 1
For Mac. (0-13-315771-7) Or
For info call 1-800-887-9998 or
$99 buys you Directof!Academic,
the special academic version of
Macromedia Director, the world's
#1 multimedia developer's tool.
The one that uses Shockwave® to
bring multimedia to the Web.
Learn Director, and you can earn big bucks in one
of the world's hottest fields: interactive multimedia.
It's the future. Your future. Now, it's just $99.
At your college bookstore now!
~115797..o)
ALASKA
SU:M::M:.ER. JOBS
~
CRUISE SHIPS HIRING
Earn up to $2,000+ per month working for Cruise Ships or Land-
Tour Companies. World Travel (Hawaii, Mexico. the Caribbean.
etc.). Seasonal and Full-Time employment avail~ble.k.· .
No experience necessary. For more info call: .. - .
~=~:-~~:Owe:.~:5~ ;Z~
Fishing Industry. Earn up to $3,000-$6.000+/
mo. Free Transportation! Room and Board l
Over 8,000 openings. No experience necessary.
Call Student Employment Scrdces today'
(206) 971-3510 exl.A98527
FREE FINANCIAL AID
. _.._..... --
ClASSIFIEDS
LANGUAGE TRAVEL
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NEED COLLEGE MONEY? Scholarships-
Grants-Internships. Computerized Search,
$44.95 GUARANTEED five sources. ALERT
LINE 1-800-801-9767.
FINANCIAL AID
EMPLOYMENT
LANGUAGE COURSES INTERNATIONAL.
Total Immersion in Mexico, Ecuador, Costa
Rica, Spain, France, Germany, Austria, Italy.
(800)597-3773
$READ FOR CASH$ $200/Book, $150/Screen-
play. Send $5, SASE to: Gateway Pub. 125
Centre St., Quincy, MA 02169
FEDERAL EMPLOYMENT 100's of Entry-
Upper Level Positions No. Exp. Nee., Paid
Training, Benefits For App. and Info Call
1-800-549-2300 ext. 3122
,
VISION DIRECT, Best Prices in U.S. CON-
TACT LENSES, Designer Frames, Shades and
Prescription Eye-wear 800-TEL-LENS, (800-
835-5367) Fax (219) 533-LOVE
t"~"i~h·'/ll.:':.·.. . \.. ',:,:.' in~ ~';i~}ji ::",~, . ", '1>.'1;, ";"~;:' ll/if
I:~_··~ii.. ""'"..~w .0. . .:\/_.~•..w •••.i •.•.i.II"•.• :.•.•.. ,.·
Seth Lives, Sebastian Conley~Harvard u. ~~'ll "l~~c,,,,,---
Glenn McDonald is
now accepting all
unwanted stufffrom
college students
around the nation.
Callfor directions.
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words. I tried to explain to her that, by the laws of
stuff-karma, I'd already been punished for my trans-
gression. If I were to reclaim myoId stuff, I'd have to
get rid of the stuff I'd since acquired, and hence bring
upon myself a cosmic double whammy of scuff-
karma. At any rate, it's too late for me - I can only
hope these words ofwarning do not go unheeded.
Once you've finally pared down your posses-
sions to the stuff you absolutely cannot live with-
our, you'll need to find a place to store it until
fall. I recommend Mom's place (your mom, not
mine). Your parents may object to another carload
of stuff bound for the attic. If they
do, ask them how much of their
stuff is still in Grandma's attic.
This should restore their sense of
perspective.
If all this hassle is getting you
down, take heart in the fact that
you're not alone. Right now, all
across America, millions of befuddled
students are crying to fig-
ure out what to do with
their stuff. Books are being
'.~..••..........: /' banered, clothing is,.~. being pawned and
%':'jW'. couches are being c1an-
}" ..... /. destinely abandoned on
midnight lawns from Berke-
ley to Boston. It's a spring tradi-
tion as natural as dandelions,
and you'll be supponing the
college-town dirt-merchant
barter sub-economy.
Best of all, you can look
forward to returning in the fall
and buying back all the
stuffyou need at
a 200 percent
markup.
w~'(.~,
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dealing with unwanted stuff It's called stuff-karma. By
the laws ofstuff-karma, ifyou leave some arcane, hard-
to-get-rid-of items for your roommate to deal with,
you will eventually come into possession of items that
are even more arcane and harder-to-get-rid-o£
This is swear-to-God true. Just the other day I gOt
a phone call from an old college roommate who
claimed that some of myoId stuff had glommed onto
her stuff and now she
couldn't get rid of it.
"Like barnacles to a
manatee" were her
e x act
./
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OUR FINALS ARE OVER. YOUR
summer job secured. It's time to
move out. Now for your biggest
challenge, the perennial headache
of May: You have to deal with
your stuff.
Dealing with your stuff in college is like dealing
with 700,000 rubber duckies floating in the middle
of the Indian Ocean. Simply gathering all your
things is strictly impossible. Moving them anywhere
is even harder.
There are few sensations as unnerving as stand-
ing in the middle of your room, neck deep in all
the random junk you've acquired in the last year,
and realizing you have 12 hours to get it all out.
And vacuum. It makes you wish you had a little dis-
integrator gun like Marvin the Martian used on
those old Bugs Bunny cartoons. No takers on that
broken futon? ZAP! Salvation Army doesn't want
that I955 cabinet-style TV? ZAP! Earth
obstructing your view of
Venus? ZAP!
Bur alas, you are a mere
terrestrial and must somehow
deal. Don't kid yourself, either.
Abandon any hope of clearing a profit or maintain-
ing your environmental standards. Your carefully
laid plans of reselling this and recycling that will
soon crumble as you jam crash bag after crash bag
into that overflowing dumpster our back.
A word of warning: If you live in a group
house or a big apartment, you may feel the
temptation to just son of "leave
behind" a few things here and
there for your roommates to
deal with. This will seem like an
expedient option at the time, bur
trust you me - you don't want to mess with
this type of thing.
See, there is an inescapable system of causality in
BY GLENN McDONALD
ILLUSTRATION BY BRIGG BLOOMQUIST, U. OF KANSAS
Double
Take
Remember when Crayola
had acontest for renaming 'its
popular crayon colors? Well, we
thought we'd share a list of what
we call the alternates. These are
some suggestions that were left
on the play room floor:
Earwax orange
. Mean Joe Green
Pickled Pig's Feet Pink
Betty White
Pepto Pink
Carrot Top
Blackhead
Urine Sample Yellow
Bellybutton Lint Gray
Charlie Brown
Burple Purple
Bleeding Gums Red
Marge's Beehive Blue
Bruise
Red Rum
Virgin White
Bongwater Brown
Eye-booger Green
Kate Moss
Gangrene
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